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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Additive Microfabrication with Holographic Optical Tweezers 

 

by  

 

Lucas Andrew Shaw 

Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2018 

Professor Jonathan B. Hopkins, Chair 

 

The purpose of this research is to increase the speed with which holographic optical 

tweezers (HOT) can individually assemble microscale particles for fabricating useful volumes of 

mechanical metamaterials in reasonable build times. HOT systems are unique among other 

additive manufacturing approaches in their ability to create true-3D structures with multiple 

materials, microscale features, and overhanging geometries. To scale up HOT-based fabrication, 

this research focuses on four primary goals: (1) scaling the number of particles that can be handled 

simultaneously using scanning holographic optical tweezers (SHOT), (2) developing efficient path 

planning and automation algorithms for efficiently delivering particles to their destinations within 

the fabricated structure, (3) modeling the dynamics of discretely-stepped optically-trapped 

particles to reliably handle them at high speeds, and (4) efficiently joining adjacent particles to 
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produce a permanent structure. In addition, this work also demonstrates a proof-of-concept system 

that combines the HOT approach with the two-photon lithography approach, which allows for 

simultaneous fabrication and manipulation of microscale mechanisms in the same system for the 

first time. By improving the number and speed of particles that can be handled with the HOT 

approach, this work provides a promising path towards automated and scalable manufacturing of 

materials with extraordinary properties, such as microgranular lattices or microstructures with 

embedded strain energy.  
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Chapter 1: 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

 The purpose of this research is to improve the speed and parallel-handling capabilities of 

holographic optical tweezers (HOT) systems to enable a new 3D additive fabrication approach that 

can assemble structures with microscale features, complex geometries, and multiple constituent 

materials. The HOT approach uses light as the sole handling agent to precisely trap and position 

nano- or micro-scale particles with no mechanical contact forces. Current AM approaches are 

limited by their minimum feature size, overall throughput, or the geometries that can be fabricated; 

however, the HOT approach offers the ability to handle micron or submicron particles at high rates 

and assemble geometrically-complex microstructures, which ultimately stands to enable entirely 

new classes of engineered materials. 

The most important application of this research is the fabrication of mechanical 

metamaterials, which are materials that primarily derive their bulk mechanical properties from 

their structure instead of their chemical composition. By carefully tailoring the microstructure of 

these engineered materials1,2, designers can achieve a wide variety of extraordinary material 

properties that are not found in natural materials3–7. Examples of mechanical materials include 

lattices with zero or negative coefficients of thermal expansion8,9, passive10 or active11,12 shape-

reconfigurable materials, or materials designed to achieve a prescribed degree of freedom through 
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the deformation of compliant elements13. HOT systems are particularly well-suited to fabricating 

an additional type of metamaterial known as a microgranular crystal, which is a closely-packed 

lattice of microparticles. Microgranular crystals achieve unique dynamical properties from the 

nonlinear stiffnesses of their closely-packed particles14,15 and hold the potential to mitigate shock 

waves caused by impacts16, to route or focus acoustic vibrations17, or to passively manipulate 

photons in unique ways18. 

 

1.2 Background 

Light carries both energy and momentum, and thus can exert significant forces on small 

objects as described by Newton’s third law of motion. Experimental demonstration of radiation 

pressure on objects was first provided by Pyotr Lebedev in 190019, but light intensities were not 

high enough to demonstrate confinement of objects until later in the century. Optical trapping via 

laser-induced radiation pressure was first demonstrated by Arthur Ashkin in 197020 and was a 

precursor to the demonstration of an optical tweezers (OT) system as a unique scientific instrument 

for manipulating atomic-21, nano-22, and micro-scale objects23. Arthur Ashkin focused his 

subsequent research efforts on investigating laser trapping of biological cells24 and paved the way 

for OT systems’ wide application in biological studies, where they can be used to reposition, 

assemble, sort, or stress individual living cells25–27, bacteria28, viruses29, or strands of DNA30. 

Meanwhile, Steven Chu, an early colleague of Arthur Ashkin, demonstrated the first optical 

trapping of atoms31 that lead to his 1997 Nobel Prize in physics. 

 Within the past few decades, there have been several different approaches to parallelize 

OT systems for handling multiple particles simultaneously. Dufresne and Grier first demonstrated 
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how diffractive optical elements (DOEs) could be used to create static arrays of simultaneous 

optical traps32. Soon after, Reicherter and colleagues demonstrated the first modern HOT system, 

which used a phase-only computer-controlled spatial light modulator (SLM) to dynamically update 

the wavefront of a laser beam for real-time beam shaping33. The holographic beam shaping 

capabilities of a phase-only SLM allows for the creation of arrays of hundreds of Gaussian traps34, 

as well as more complex wavefronts like Bessel35 or vortex36 beams. The HOT approach remains 

the most popular technique for trapping multiple particles in parallel34,37 and has found adoption 

in applications including biology38, materials science39, and more recently, additive fabrication40. 

Other approaches to parallelizing the handling capabilities of optical tweezers systems 

involve time-multiplexing of optical traps using active scanning components like mirror 

galvanometers41 or acousto-optic modulators42. This approach is known as scanning optical 

tweezers (SOT), in which the active scanning element cycles between optically-trapped particles 

at rates much faster than the particles can diffuse due to Brownian motion43. A new approach that 

combines both scanning and holographic approaches, or scanning holographic optical tweezers44 

(SHOT), will be presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

One promising application for HOT systems, and the focus of this thesis, is additive 

microscale manufacturing. Traditional additive manufacturing approaches are often limited in 

available materials, the number of different materials that can be incorporated in a single part, the 

minimum feature size, maximum fabrication volume, speed, and fabrication complexity (e.g., the 

creation of overhanging features with or without sacrificial support material). Projection 

microstereolithography (PµSL)45, large-area projection microstereolithography (LAPµSL)46, and 

volumetric holographic lithography47 are prominent methods for fabricating true-3D 
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microstructures but are limited in the number of constituent materials that can be printed and by a 

feature-size-to-total-volume ratio that defines the printing speed. Two-photon lithography 

(TPL)48–51 offers similar prospects, and this thesis will present a novel hybrid HOT/TPL system 

capable of simultaneous fabrication and manipulation of microscale mechanisms and structures. 

However, the HOT approach provides a promising path towards complex microassembly 

due to several unique capabilities not possessed by traditional additive manufacturing 

technologies. HOT-based approaches have been demonstrated with both nano-22 and micro-scale23 

particles of multiple materials52 and shapes53, and in 1D54, 2D55, and 3D56 assemblies. The HOT 

approach is particularly amenable to a variety of methods of particle joining, including one-

photon54,55 and two-photon56 polymerization, streptavidin-biotin bonding57, and DNA linkages58. 

Furthermore, HOT approaches offer the added benefit of being able to work with a variety of 

existing microscale components, including living cells59, nanowires53, and TPL-fabricated 

polymer components60,61 to produce unique structures that require assembly62. The HOT approach 

has already found many applications ranging from microassembly of mechanical components62,63, 

to organoids59, to MEMS devices64. 

Thus, the HOT approach may serve as a disruptive technology for microscale assembly of 

entirely new classes of mechanical metamaterials. One prominent example is the microgranular 

lattice15,65 (Figure 1), which drives its unique nonlinear vibrational characteristics from the 

Hertzian contact between its closely-packed constituent microspheres. Microgranular lattices hold 

the potential to be used for acoustic lenses17 and impact-absorbing materials66. 
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Figure 1: Construction of a microgranular crystal with the HOT approach (a) and completed 

microgranular lattice consisting of two particle diameters and material types (b)  

 

1.3 Dissertation Overview 

 The purpose of this research is to demonstrate advances in the HOT approach for the 

purposes of additive fabrication of microstructures and micromechanisms. HOT-based fabrication 

methods are currently limited by their speed and scalability, so the results presented in this work 

are organized into four main categories for increasing the speed and number of particles that can 

be handled with the HOT approach: (1) increasing the number of particles that can be 

simultaneously trapped and handled with SHOT, (2) using path planning to increase the efficiency 

of assembly processes, (3) robustly controlling particle delivery by modeling the dynamics of 

optically-trapped particles, and (4) developing strategies for efficient joining of microparticles. 

 Chapter 2 provides an overview of OT physics, HOT operating principles, and HOT system 

layout considerations. Most notably, this chapter presents unique work in modeling the tradeoff 

between working area (i.e., the area over which the system can handle particles) and numerical 
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aperture (which is related to trap stiffness) in HOT systems. This chapter is not meant to serve as 

a comprehensive overview of phase retrieval algorithms, potential system layouts, or design trade-

offs, but does provide a practical overview of the most important information for those looking to 

recreate the HOT results presented in this work. 

 Chapter 3 addresses a new approach that increases the number of particles that can be 

trapped simultaneously handled with optical tweezers. Using a fast scanning mirror galvanometer 

to time-multiplex holographic trapping patterns enables the first SHOT system, in which tightly-

focused optical traps can be created over a large working area. 

 Chapter 4 discusses efficient heuristic algorithms for path planning of HOT-based 

assembly processes. Additionally, this chapter presents an image-feedback-based controller that 

ensures that desired objects reach their destinations while rejecting undesired (e.g., misshapen) 

objects. The presented controller can run at 6Hz in closed-loop mode or 10Hz by using a 

combination of open- and closed-loop steps. The controller is used to assemble up to 100 particles 

simultaneously – a 2-4x improvement over existing literature covering dynamic HOT systems. 

 Chapter 5 provides a brief overview of OT and HOT dynamics modeling efforts. 

Investigating the dynamics of particles in continuously-slewed and discretely-stepped optical traps 

provides valuable insight into the optical operating conditions that increase speed and reliability 

during HOT assembly processes. Furthermore, the chapter introduces a novel method for mapping 

the full optical force profile for any HOT system and discusses practical limitations on Mie-regime 

optical force simulations. 

 Chapter 6 introduces a new one-photon photopolymerization chemistry that allows for 

particles to be adhered to a substrate or joined to one another to produce permanent structures. 
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This chapter also introduces an online process control for monitoring the photopolymerization 

reaction to determine when the reaction is complete. This work represents the first time that such 

approaches were used to create permanent planar arrangements of microparticles. 

 Chapter 7 introduces the concept of two-photon lithography (TPL), which offers a 

promising path towards improving the localization and scalability of the photopolymerization 

approach presented in Chapter 6. First, a novel hybrid TPL-HOT system is presented. Next, the 

TPL system is used for direct microscale 3D printing of microstructures and colloidal objects. 

Finally, the chapter concludes by offering an outlook on the flexibility of HOT-TPL fabrication. 

 Chapter 8 offers concluding remarks, including suggested future work and an outlook on 

HOT systems as a viable micromanufacturing technique. 

 The appendices include relevant supplementary material, including (A) a glossary of 

relevant optical equations, (B) an overview of the MATLAB-based control software, (C) a 

MATLAB script used to model the working area and numerical aperture trade-off as descripted in 

Chapter 2, and (D) a MATLAB script used to model the reflective and apodizing effects on a 

focusing trapping beam at a medium boundary as described in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2: 

An Overview of Holographic Optical Tweezers 

2.1 Operating Principles 

2.1.1 The Optical Trap 

 Optical tweezers (OT) made their debut in Ashkin’s seminal 1970 paper20 and have since 

become a powerful tool for manipulating micro- and nano-scale particles. A simplistic depiction 

of an optically-trapped particle is provided in Figure 2, in which a microsphere is displaced slightly 

from a focused laser’s beam waist and experiences a restoring force (F) that is a function of its 

displacement from the beam’s focal point (x). The spring constant in the equation 𝐹 = 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 ∙ 𝑥 is 

roughly constant for small displacements (i.e., for 𝑥 less than 0.5-1.0 particle radii, depending on 

system parameters like numerical aperture, beam quality, particle size and shape, refractive 

indices, and laser wavelength). As the particle is displaced further than 0.5-1.0 particle radii, the 

spring constant becomes nonlinearly dependent on the displacement and the magnitude of the 

optical force reduces. The linear, small-displacement regime is most relevant to continuous-

velocity optical traps (such as those found in single-trap OT systems), while the nonlinear, large-

displacement regime is most relevant in the discrete-stepping operation of HOT systems. A more 

in-depth discussion of these dynamic regimes can be found in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
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Figure 2: Diagram of an optically-trapped microsphere 

 

Analysis of the optical forces on a trapped microparticle falls into one of three regimes 

depending on the particle’s size with respect to the wavelength of the trapping laser67,68. The first 

regime is known as the Rayleigh regime, where particles are very small with respect to the trapping 

wavelength (i.e., 𝑑 ≪ 𝜆, typically by 1-2 orders of magnitude)52. Rayleigh-regime modelling 

approaches typically involve treatment of particles as individual dipoles within the electromagnetic 

field of the laser beam. A gradient force arises from the dipole’s attraction towards the point of 

maximum intensity (i.e., the laser’s focal spot), creating a stable optical trap. The gradient force 

increases with laser intensity, particle volume, and the gradient of the electric field (i.e., a function 

of numerical aperture, 𝑀2-value, and laser wavelength). As the dipole interacts with the oscillating 
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electromagnetic field, it oscillates and reradiates energy uniformly in every direction. Metallic 

particles are also susceptible to other resonant effects such as those due to surface plasmons69–71. 

In the second regime known as the Mie regime, particle diameters are near the same order 

as the trapping wavelength (i.e., 𝑑~𝜆). The Mie regime, which most accurately describes the 

optical forces on the microparticles found in this thesis, features two competing forces: (1) a 

gradient force that attracts particles to the center of the beam waist, and (2) a scattering force that 

pushes particles downstream (akin to a fire hose of photons). Even in optical traps with very high 

gradient force fields, the stable equilibrium point for a trapped spherical particle is slightly 

downstream from the center of the beam waist because of the scattering force. The Mie regime 

requires a rigorous analytical approach such as that provided by generalized Lorenz-Mie theory 

(GLMT)72. A popular numerical approach for applying GLMT to spherical particles is the T-

matrix formalism, which uses matrix operators to compute radial and axial trap stiffnesses73. 

Arbitrarily-shaped (i.e., non-spherical) particles in the Mie regime require more computationally 

intensive simulations74.  

In the third and final regime, known as the ray tracing or ray optics regime, particles are 

large with respect to the trapping wavelength (i.e., 𝑑 ≫ 𝜆, typically by an order of magnitude)75 

and traditional ray tracing approaches are valid. Most optical tweezers research has been focused 

on trapping particles in the Rayleigh or Mie regimes, so a discussion of the ray optics regime is 

not included in this work but can be found in existing literature76. 
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2.1.2 Parallelized Optical Trapping: The Holographic Optical Tweezers Approach 

In the past few decades, two primary approaches (i.e., the scanning-optical-tweezers (SOT) 

and the holographic-optical-tweezers (HOT) approaches) have been pursued as a means of 

increasing the number of particles that can be handled simultaneously using optical tweezers. The 

SOT approach typically relies on a 2D mirror galvanometer or an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) 

to periodically time-share a single focused laser beam among multiple trapped particles more 

rapidly than the particles can diffuse due to Brownian motion77,78. Although this approach can 

achieve a large working area (WA), it is limited to Gaussian traps within the focal plane. In 

contrast, the HOT approach uses a computer-controlled spatial light modulator (SLM) to divide a 

single input beam into multiple continuously powered optical traps34,40. Although this approach 

can construct a diversity of structured traps beyond Gaussian36,41 and these traps can be moved in 

and out of the focal plane, the HOT approach is limited by an inversely-proportional relationship 

between its largest WA and its smallest achievable trap size (this relationship is explored in Section 

2.2.2). In this work, we primarily focus our discussion on the HOT approach, but Chapter 3 will 

introduce a new technique called scanning holographic optical tweezers (SHOT), in which a 2D 

mirror galvanometer is synchronized in serial with an SLM. 

The insertion of a tailored phase or amplitude pattern at a plane conjugate to the trapping 

plane allows for a single input laser beam to be shaped into a custom holographic pattern. The 

most common device for introducing diffraction patterns is a computer-controlled phase-only 

spatial light modulator (SLM). SLMs have found wide adoption in applications including optical 

tweezers34, pulse shaping79, and beam splitting and steering80. The SLMs in this work consist of 

an array of nematic liquid crystals over discretely-addressable pixels on a silicon backplane (Figure 
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3). The electric field that forms between the pixel pixels on the silicon backplane and the 

conductive coverglass can reorient the liquid crystals in the intermediate layer, changing the 

effective optical path length of the light that enters and reflects within the device. By applying the 

proper voltages (typically provided by the SLM manufacturer in a factory-calibrated look-up 

table), the optical path length can be modulated from 0 to 2π at each pixel, resulting in a phase 

pattern imprinted on an illuminating laser beam. 

 

Figure 3: Working principles of an SLM (image courtesy of Meadowlark Optics) 

 

A rigorous discussion of the Fourier-transforming property of a lens is well-described in 

Goodman’s seminal textbook on Fourier optics81 but two brief HOT-related examples are provided 

in Figure 4 and Figure 5. If a coherent continuous wave (CW) laser illuminates a ramp phase 

grating with nearly uniform intensity, the result is a single off-axis trap at the focal plane of the 

microscope objective (MO, Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: HOT system and phase pattern for a single off-axis optical trap 

 

 In a more complicated example, if the same laser is used to illuminate the non-intuitive 

phase-modulating pattern shown in Figure 5, a specific array of traps forms at the focal plane of 

the MO. Phase patterns are often calculated with the Gerchberg-Saxton phase retrieval algorithm82, 

which is described in detail in Section 2.1.3. 

 

Figure 5: HOT system and phase pattern for multiple off-axis optical traps 
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2.1.3 The Gerchberg-Saxton Phase Retrieval Algorithm 

 In the 1970s, R. W. Gerchberg and W. O. Saxton introduced a highly-effective numerical 

approach for computing the phase of a wave provided only intensity measurements in the imaging 

and Fourier planes82 (i.e., the SLM and trapping planes). The GS algorithm begins with an initial 

phase ‘guess’ and proceeds by iteratively propagating back and forth between the imaging and 

Fourier planes. At each plane, the respective amplitude distribution is imposed while the phase 

converges on a final state. In the experiments described in this thesis, the initial guess was a matrix 

of zeros and the number of iterations typically ranged from one to three depending on the 

complexity of the desired optical trapping pattern. In practical terms, the amplitude distribution at 

the SLM is provided by the laser source’s Gaussian profile, and the desired amplitude distribution 

at the trapping plane is provided by features (e.g. nonzero values) at the locations of each trap. 

The steps of the standard Gerchberg-Saxton phase retrieval algorithm (Figure 6) proceed 

as follows: 

1. An initial phase distribution, 𝛷𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦), is created, either from an arbitrary matrix or via 

estimation (e.g., from a previous state). The field at the SLM is formed by combining the 

phase with the SLM’s prescribed amplitude distribution as: 𝑈′𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) =

𝐴𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒𝑗ΦSLM(𝑥,𝑦) 

2. The field at the trapping plane is obtained by computing a zero-frequency centered Fourier 

transform: 𝑈𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐹(𝑈′𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦)) = 𝐴(𝑢, 𝑣)𝑒𝑗Φ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝(𝑢,𝑣) 

3. The desired amplitude at the trapping plane is imposed on the field: 𝑈′
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝(𝑢, 𝑣) =

𝐴𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝(𝑢, 𝑣)𝑒𝑗Φtrap(𝑢,𝑣) 
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4. Back-propagation to the SLM plane proceeds via an inverse Fourier transform: 

𝑈𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹−1 (𝑈′𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝(𝑢, 𝑣)) = 𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒𝑗Φ𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥,𝑦) 

5. The SLM’s amplitude distribution is imposed on the field as: 𝑈𝑆𝐿𝑀
′ (𝑥, 𝑦) =

𝐴𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒𝑗Φ𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥,𝑦) 

6. Steps 2-5 are iterated until 𝛷𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) has converged, typically after 1-10 iterations for 

simple arrays of individual Gaussian optical traps. The final phase pattern is then uploaded 

to the SLM hardware. 

 

Figure 6: The standard Gerchberg-Saxon algorithm (image courtesy M. Persson83) 
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The adaptive-additive Gerchberg-Saxton (AAGS) algorithm84 (Figure 7) is a popular 

variation that includes a feedback term when imposing the desired trapping amplitude: 

 

𝑈𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝
′ (𝑢, 𝑣) = [𝛼𝐴𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝(𝑢, 𝑣) + (1 − 𝛼)𝐴(𝑢, 𝑣)]𝑒𝑗Φ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝(𝑢,𝑣) (1) 

When 1 < 𝛼 ≤ 2, the uniformity of the hologram increases at the expense of overall 

diffraction efficiency. When 0 < 𝛼 ≤ 1, the diffraction efficiency is increased at the expense of 

uniformity85. If 𝛼 = 1, the AAGS algorithm reverts to the standard GS algorithm. 

 

Figure 7: The adaptive-additive Gerchberg-Saxon algorithm (image courtesy M. Persson83) 

 

The GS or AAGS algorithms can also be used to compute holograms with optical traps 

located in 3D space84. Rather than propagating the field from the SLM plane to a single trapping 
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plane via a standard Fourier transform, the SLM field is propagated via a diffraction kernel to each 

of n planes on which traps are to be prescribed. The full 3D GS algorithm (Figure 8) proceeds 

similarly to the standard GS algorithm, except for differences in steps 2-4: 

1. An initial phase distribution, 𝛷𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦), is created, either at random or via estimation (e.g. 

from a previous state). The field at the SLM is formed by combining the phase with the 

SLM’s prescribed amplitude distribution as: 𝑈′𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐴𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒𝑗ΦSLM(𝑥,𝑦) 

2. The field at each of n trapping planes is obtained by computing a zero-frequency centered 

Fourier transform: 𝑈𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝,𝑛(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐹(ℎ𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑈′𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦)) = 𝐴(𝑢, 𝑣)𝑒𝑗Φ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝(𝑢,𝑣), 

where ℎ𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) = exp (−π
𝑥2+𝑦2

𝜆2 ) is the diffraction kernel86 

3. The phase at each of n trapping planes is: Φ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝,𝑛(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 (𝑈𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝,𝑛(𝑢, 𝑣)). 

The desired amplitude at each of n trapping planes is imposed on each field: 

𝑈𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝,𝑛
′ (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐴𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝,𝑛

′ (𝑢, 𝑣)𝑒𝑗Φ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝,𝑛(𝑢,𝑣) 

4. The fields at each of n trapping planes are back-propagated to the SLM plane and summed: 

𝑈𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑈𝑆𝐿𝑀,𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝐹−1(ℎ𝑛
∗ ∗ 𝑈𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝,𝑛

′ (𝑢, 𝑣))𝑛𝑛 , where ℎ𝑛
∗  is the complex 

conjugate of the diffraction kernel in step 2 

5. The SLM’s amplitude distribution is imposed on the field as: 𝑈𝑆𝐿𝑀
′ (𝑥, 𝑦) =

𝐴𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒𝑗Φ𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥,𝑦) 

6. Steps 2-5 are iterated until 𝛷𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) has converged. This phase pattern is uploaded to the 

SLM. 
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Figure 8: Comparison between the standard GS (a) and multiplane GS (b) algorithm (image 

courtesy of G. Sinclair, et. al.87) 

 

Following the GS algorithm or one of its variants, the retrieved phase distribution 

𝛷𝑆𝐿𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) is converted into the correct data format (e.g., unsigned 8-bit integers) and uploaded 

to the SLM via MATLAB software. 

Additional algorithms, including the direct search88, random mask encoding89, 

superposition90, and weighted Gerchberg-Saxton91, are not discussed or utilized in this work, but 

detailed comparisons can be found in existing literature85. 

 

2.2 Description of System Components 

 This section outlines the general experimental system used in this work (Figure 9), which 

can be broken into: 

• The laser, power modulation, and beam shaping sub-systems (Section 2.2.1) 

• The 4-F telescope relay (Section 2.2.2) 
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• The imaging system (Section 2.2.3) 

• The sample chamber and motion control systems (Section 2.2.4) 

• The microfluidic dispensing system (Section 2.2.5) 

Subsequent chapters use a variant on this general system but include relevant details on the 

differences. The 690-1040nm ultrafast laser used in the two-photon lithography system described 

in Chapter 7 is not included, but the beam’s injection location is depicted by the arrow on the 

righthand side of the figure. 

 

Figure 9: General HOT system diagram 
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2.2.1 The Laser, Power Modulation, and Beam Shaping 

The standard HOT system used in this thesis (Figure 9) relies on a continuous-wave (CW) 

laser (Laser Quantum Opus, 3W at 532nm) for trapping. A liquid crystal polarization rotator 

(LCPR; Meadowlark Optics LPR-100-0532) used in conjunction with a polarizing beamsplitter 

(PBS) and beam block (BB) allow for rapid and computer-controlled attenuation of the total optical 

power fed into the system. This configuration provides a constant amount of power per optical trap 

as the number of optical traps changes during automation. By keeping individual traps at a constant 

and conservative power level (e.g., 2.5-5.0mW each), we prevent multiple particles from settling 

into a single trap, resulting in more reliable automation. 

The beam expander (BE, Figure 9) consists of a negative and positive focal length doublet 

lens in a Galilean configuration. The lenses are selected to provide a 4x magnification to fully 

illuminate the face of the SLM. The lenses are f = -50mm and 200mm doublets with anti-reflective 

coatings (ARC) in the visible range (Thorlabs ACN254-050-A and AC254-200-A). 

The first mirror (M, Figure 9) is a second-harmonic Nd:YAG laser-line mirror (Thorlabs 

NB1-K12) used to redirect the illumination beam onto the SLM’s face at a low angle of incidence 

(9°) as recommended by the SLM’s manufacturer. 

 

2.2.2 The 4-F Telescope and Space-Bandwidth Product Calculations 

A phase-only SLM (either a Boulder Nonlinear Systems HSP256-0532 or Meadowlark 

Optics 1920x1152, which is clarified in the experimental sections throughout each chapter of this 

thesis) provides the programmable phase modulation necessary to produce arbitrary arrays of 

optical traps at the focal plane of the microscope objective. In addition to transmitting the phase-
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modulated light that forms the optical traps, the SLM also transmits unmodulated light that forms 

an undesirable zero-order spot (ZOS)92,93 at the center of the trapping plane. The light that forms 

the ZOS is a result of unmodulated reflections from the SLM’s coverglass and backplane between 

pixels. To allow for optical trapping across the full working area of the SLM, the presented system 

uses a Fresnel block setup94 consisting of a 200µm-diameter gold film deposited on a glass 

coverslip to block the SLM’s undesired zero-order spot. Holograms for optical trapping are 

combined with an additional lens-phase term to focus in front of the Fresnel block. 

The 4-F telescope is a two-lens relay system that is used to transfer the electric field 

distribution (i.e., both the phase and amplitude) from the SLM plane to the input aperture of the 

microscope objective (Figure 10). The 4-F relay consists of two lenses with focal lengths 𝑓1 and 

𝑓2. The first lens is placed at a distance f1 from the SLM, the second lens is placed at a distance of 

𝑓1 + 𝑓2 from the first lens, and the microscope objective is located at a distance 𝑓2 from the second 

lens (i.e., in Figure 10, the SLM would be located at the left-hand sinusoidal grating and the 

microscope objective’s input pupil would be located at the right-hand image). The first lens in the 

4-F relay performs a Fourier transformation and the second lens performs an inverse Fourier 

transformation, thus transporting the SLM’s electric field to the microscope objective, which 

performs the final Fourier transform to the optical trapping plane. 
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Figure 10: General representation of a 4-F telescope (image courtesy MIT95) 

 

The lateral magnification (i.e., the height of the object at the output divided by the height 

of the object at the input) is calculated from the ratio of the two 4-F relay lenses. 

𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 = −
𝑓2

𝑓1
 

(2) 

In contrast, the angular magnification captures the factor that the angle subtended by the output 

objects changes with respect to the angle subtended by the input object. The angular magnification 

is inversely proportional to the lateral magnification. 

𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 =
𝑓1

𝑓2
 

(3) 

The focal lengths of the two lenses in the pre-SLM beam expander and the two lenses in 

the 4-F telescope must be carefully selected to produce a desirable balance between working area 

(WA) and effective numerical aperture (NA). The WA describes the maximum area over which 

the SLM can produce optical traps. A binary phase grating at the SLM’s Nyquist frequency (i.e., 

a striped pattern in which adjacent pixels along one axis are π out-of-phase) produces an optical 

trap furthest off-axis. Thus, the maximum angle that the SLM can steer light, which bounds the 

system’s WA, can be calculated using the grating equation for a square-wave pattern96: 
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𝜃𝑚 = asin (𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑐 ∙ sin(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐) −
𝑚 ∙ 𝜆0

𝛬 ∙ 𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓
) 

(4) 

In this equation, 𝜃𝑚 represents the angle of reflection off the SLM for the mth-order, 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐 represents 

the angle of incidence of the illumination source on the SLM, 𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑐 and 𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓 represent the indices 

of refraction of the incidence and reflection media respectively, Λ represents the grating period, 

and 𝜆0 represents the illumination wavelength. The maximum single-sided diffraction angle can 

be calculated by using 𝑚 = 1 and 𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑐 = 𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 1 for free-space reflection (and using the SLM 

parameters provided in  

Table 1) as: 

𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓 = asin (sin(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐) −
𝜆0

𝛬
) 

(5) 

 

Table 1: Parameters for SLM devices used in this work 

SLM type Boulder Nonlinear Systems 

HSP256-0532 

Meadowlark Optics 

1920x1152 

SLM area 6.14 x 6.14mm 17.7 x 10.6mm 

Pixel array size 256 x 256 1920 x 1152 

Pixel size 24.0µm 9.21µm 

Minimum grating period (Λ)a 48.0µm 18.4µm 

Illumination wavelength (λ0)b 532nm 532nm 

Illumination angle (θinc)c 9° 9° 

a The grating period is twice the pixel size where each pixel is π out-of-phase from its neighbor for 
b For the Laser Quantum Opus 3W trapping laser 
c Set by the physical geometry of the experimental system 
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 The SLM’s maximum diffraction angle, 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓, is then magnified or demagnified by the 4-F 

relay system (i.e., by a factor of 𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑔,4𝐹) before reaching the microscope objective’s input 

aperture. The WA is then calculated from the off-axis trap distance at the focal plane created by a 

maximum-frequency grating by using the following equation and the parameters in 

Table 2: 

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑓𝑀𝑂 ∙ tan(𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∙ 𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑔,4𝐹) 

𝑊𝐴 = 4𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
2  

(6) 

 

Table 2: Microscope objective parameters 

Olympus Plan Apo Lambda 100x 

Numerical aperture (𝑵𝑨𝑴𝑶) 1.45 

Input aperture (𝒅𝑴𝑶) 5.8mm 

Focal length (𝒇𝑴𝑶) 2mm 

 

Another important system parameter is the effective NA (which differs from the 

microscope objective’s design NA as printed on the side of the objective) describes the angle at 

which the individual optical traps focus, where larger focusing angles produce smaller trap 

diameters, larger electric-field gradients, and higher trapping forces. In the general case of a fully-

filled microscope objective, the focusing angle is a function of the microscope objective’s design 

NA and the index of refraction of the medium (e.g., nwater = 1.33): 

𝑁𝐴𝑀𝑂 = 𝑛 ∙ sin 𝜃 (7) 

However, the effective (i.e., actual) NA is a function of the fill factor of the microscope objective 

(α), 
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𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑁𝐴𝑀𝑂 

𝛼 =
𝑑𝑆𝐿𝑀 ∙ 𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑡,4𝐹

𝑑𝑀𝑂
 

𝑑𝑆𝐿𝑀 = 𝑑𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑡,𝐵𝐸 

(8) 

where 𝑑𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 represents the output diameter of the laser (𝑑𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 = 1.85mm for the Laser Quantum 

Opus 3W used in this work) and 𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑡,𝐵𝐸 and 𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑡,4𝐹 represent the lateral magnifications of the 

beam expander and 4F relay, respectively. The fill factor, α, is constrained by the physical stops 

of the microscope objective such that 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1. 

Therefore, the following relationships hold: 

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≅ 𝑓𝑀𝑂 ∙ 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∙ 𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑔,4𝐹 

𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝑁𝐴𝑀𝑂 ∙
𝑑𝑆𝐿𝑀

𝑑𝑀𝑂
∙ 𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑡,4𝐹 

𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑡,4𝐹 ∙ 𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑔,4𝐹 = −1 

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ 𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ≅ 𝑐(𝑑𝑆𝐿𝑀) 

(9) 

Thus, the system’s effective NA (related to peak trap force) is inversely proportional to the side 

length of the system’s working area (i.e., the maximum area over which particles can be trapped), 

and their product is product is proportional to the diameter of the beam illuminating the active area 

on the SLM. A MATLAB script that uses these relationships to model the NA-WA relationship is 

provided in Appendix A. 

 From the relationships given in Eq. (9), the HOT 4-F relay lens selection rules can be 

summarized as follows: 
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1. The SLM should be as fully illuminated as possible to maximize the NA-WA product. 

However, excessive overfilling should be avoided to prevent adding power to the SLM’s 

ZOS. 

2. The focal lengths of the 4-F telescope lenses (i.e., 𝑓1 and 𝑓2) should be selected such that 

their ratio produces the desired balance between effective NA and SLM WA. The focal 

lengths must be selected from the discrete values offered by a chosen vendor. NA and WA 

values for any combination of lenses can be simulated simultaneously using a MATLAB 

script like the one provided in Appendix A. Lenses with excessively short focal lengths 

(e.g., 𝑓 < 40𝑚𝑚) are highly sensitive to aberrations that arise from slight misalignments, 

while lenses with excessively long focal lengths (e.g., 𝑓 > 1𝑚) may also produce 

aberrations due to free-space diffraction. 

3. Proper lens diameters should be selected to ensure that the lens apertures can accommodate 

the required lateral and angular magnifications (this work primarily used 1”-diameter 

lenses for lens focal lengths between 100-300mm). 

 

2.2.3 The Imaging System 

The imaging system (Figure 11 and Table 3) consists of a 100x oil immersion microscope 

objective (MO, Olympus Plan Apo Lambda, NA = 1.45) and two cameras (Thorlabs DCC1545M) 

that allow for simultaneous imaging at 40x and 100x magnification. A longpass dichroic mirror 

(DM1) allows the 532nm HOT light to reflect into the microscope objective while passing the 

617nm illumination light. A shortpass dichroic mirror (DM2) allows the 690-1040nm near-
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infrared/infrared light from the TPL laser (as discussed in Chapter 7) to reflect into the microscope 

objective while also transmitting the 617nm illumination light. The first nonpolarizing 

beamsplitter (BS1, 50:50 R:T) reflects in light from the 617nm darkfield LED source. A stock tube 

lens (Thorlabs ITL200) begins focusing the light after the MO’s infinity space and the second 

nonpolarizing beamsplitter (BS2, 90:10 R:T) splits light to the high-magnification (100x) camera. 

Imaging light transmitted through BS2 enters the custom tube lens system before the low-

magnification (40x) camera. The focal lengths and locations of the four demagnification lenses 

(L1, L2, L3, and L4) were optimized using Zemax software to produce near-diffraction-limited 

performance, as shown in the spot diagrams in Figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11: Schematic and spot diagrams of custom low-magnification tube lens system 
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Table 3: Lens location data of custom low-magnification tube lens system 

Label Focal length 

(mm) 

Type Distance to next lens (mm) 

MO 2 Olympus Plan Apo Lambda 100x 113.4 (infinity space) 

TL 200 Thorlabs ITL200 163.7 

L1 100 Thorlabs AC254-100-A 124.8 

L2 75 Thorlabs AC254-75-A 19.3 

L3 60 Thorlabs AC254-60-A 0 

L4 60 Thorlabs AC254-60-A 20.9 (to low-mag cam) 

 

The optical illumination configuration (i.e., brightfield or darkfield) is dependent on the 

indices of refraction of the medium and the objects that are to be imaged. The imaging system used 

in this work features a combination of switchable darkfield and brightfield illumination sources 

(Thorlabs M617L3), which produce different images that are useful for different purposes (Figure 

12). 
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(a)       (b) 

Figure 12: 6.0µm polystyrene microspheres in darkfield (a) and brightfield (b) illumination 

 

Darkfield imaging (Figure 12a and Figure 13) relies on back-scattered light from the 

objects to produce a signal at the camera sensor. Darkfield images of microspheres are 

advantageous when using an automated detection routine as the bright halos of reflected light 

produce sharp features that are reliably tracked. This illumination modality is best for particles 

with a much higher refractive index than the surrounding medium. Furthermore, darkfield imaging 

produces the best images when objects are one characteristic length above or below the camera’s 

focal plane. For these reasons, darkfield images are used in the HOT chapters (i.e. chapters 2-6) of 

this work. 
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Figure 13: Physical optical layout of the darkfield illumination source 

 

Brightfield imaging (Figure 12b and Figure 14) relies on light transmitted through the 

sample to produce contract at the camera sensor. The images produced using a brightfield source 

provide more contrast to smaller differences in refractive index and can imagine particles that are 

further above or below the camera’s focal plane. Brightfield imaging is the preferred method for 

imaging low-refractive-index-difference objects fabricated with two-photon lithography, such as 

in chapter 7 of this work. 

 

Figure 14: Physical optical layout of the brightfield illumination source 
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2.2.4 Sample Chamber and Motion Control 

The sample chamber consists of a standard microscope slide and coverslip separated by 

one layer of 60µm-thick double-sided tape. The microscope slide containing the sample is 

positioned using a 3-axis micropositioning stage and stepper motors (Thorlabs MAX341 and 

BSC203). 

Additional tip-tilt control for the sample positioning system was used in select experiments 

where large and flat areas were needed (e.g., in dynamic drag testing). To achieve this, a flexure-

based goniometric stage was designed using the Freedom and Constraint Topologies 

methodology1. Three micrometer drives provide three independent actuation points, resulting in 

tip, tilt, and piston degrees of freedom. However, the stepper- and piezo-driven micropositioning 

stage that sits atop the goniometric stage feature Z-direction piston movement, so this degree of 

freedom was redundant. The Solidworks design is shown in Figure 15. The structure was produced 

from parts cut out of 1/8”-thick aluminum sheeting on a waterjet cutter, as shown in Figure 16. 

The final assembly is positioned between the three-axis micropositioning stage and the long-travel 

breadboard below, as shown in Figure 17. 

  

Figure 15: Solidworks part files for the goniometric micropositioner 
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Figure 16: Pre-assembled goniometric micropositioner 

 

 
 

Figure 17: Installed goniometric micropositioner 

 

2.2.5 Microfluidic Dispensing System 

The HOT system also includes an optional system for driving microfluidic flow through a 

sample chamber via a programmable syringe pump (Chemyx Fusion 100) and custom microfluidic 

chips (Figure 18). The syringe pump is integrated in the MATLAB control software describe in 

Appendix B. 
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Figure 18: Photo of the microfluidic dispensing system in use 

 

Traditional microfluidic devices often require cleanroom-based lithographic procedures, 

chemical etching, and tightly-controlled bonding97 to create microscale channel geometry. 

However, many HOT experiments only require straight and shallow channels (i.e., less than 

100µm) while the width and length do not need to be tightly dimensioned. This work used a 

rapidly-prototyped custom microfluidic chip consisting of a laser-cut acrylic substrate and 

coverslip separated by a single piece of 50µm-thick double-sided tape. The double-sided tape 

features a hand-cut pattern that can be tailored to a specific application (e.g., single-channel 

delivery or multi-channel fluidic mixing). Fabrication steps for the rapid-prototyped chip are 

summarized in   
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Table 4. 
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Table 4: Steps in rapid prototyping of tape-based microfluidic chips 

Step Description Equipment 

needed 

1 Cut an acrylic substrate that is roughly the same size as a traditional 

microscope slide. The substrate should feature inlet and outlet through-

holes that are wide enough to accommodate tubing or a tubing adapter. 

Laser cutter 

(e.g., Trotec 

Speedy100 

60W) 

2 Cut a channel mask from regular printer paper. The mask should have the 

same planar geometry as the desired channel features, including the inlet 

and outlet ports. 

Laser cutter 

or scalpel 

3 Place the channel mask over the acrylic substrate, lining up the inlet and 

outlet features. Adhere a piece of double-sided tape over the mask, leaving 

the tape backing on the outside. 

Double-

sided tape 

4 Using a scalpel, score the double-sided tape along the perimeter of the 

tape mask. Remove the paper mask and the double-sided tape attached to 

it. 

Scalpel 

5 Remove the backing from the outside of the double-sided tape and adhere 

a coverslip over the channel. Ensure that the coverslip has bonded around 

the full channel geometry by illuminating the glass at an angle. 

Coverslip 

 

Although this work uses such particles in a rapidly-prototyped custom microfluidic chip, 

the experimental methods of this paper are compatible with a variety of particle types and 

microfluidic devices98. 
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Chapter 3: 

Simultaneous Handling with Scanning Holographic 

Optical Tweezers 

 The aim of this chapter is to introduce a new optical-tweezers approach, called scanning 

holographic optical tweezers, which drastically increases the working area of the HOT approach 

while maintaining tightly focused laser traps. A twelve-fold increase in working area is 

demonstrated. The SHOT approach achieves its utility by combining the large working area of the 

SOT approach with the flexibility of the HOT approach for simultaneously moving differently 

structured optical traps in and out of the focal plane. This chapter also demonstrates a new heuristic 

control algorithm for combining the functionality of the SOT and HOT approaches to efficiently 

allocate the available laser power among a large number of traps. The proposed approach shows 

promise for substantially increasing the number of particles that can be handled simultaneously, 

which would enable optical-tweezers additive-fabrication technologies to rapidly assemble 

microgranular materials and structures in reasonable build times. 

 

3.1 Motivation 

In the past few decades, two primary approaches (i.e., the SOT and HOT approaches) have 

been pursued as a means of increasing the number of particles that can be handled simultaneously 

using optical tweezers. The SOT approach typically relies on a 2D mirror galvanometer or an 

acousto-optic modulator (AOM) to periodically time-share a single focused laser beam among 
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multiple trapped particles more rapidly than the particles can diffuse due to Brownian motion77,78. 

Although this approach can achieve a large working area (WA), it is limited to Gaussian traps 

within the focal plane. In contrast, the HOT approach uses a computer-controlled SLM to divide a 

single input beam into multiple continuously powered optical traps34,40. Although this approach 

can construct a diversity of structured traps beyond Gaussian36,41 and these traps can be moved in 

and out of the focal plane, the HOT approach is limited by a proportional relationship between its 

largest WA and its smallest achievable trap size. 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce a new approach, called scanning holographic 

optical tweezers (SHOT), which combines the strengths of both the SOT and HOT approaches for 

simultaneously handling particles while overcoming their limitations. The SHOT approach 

generates dynamic trapping holograms using a phase-only SLM, and it rapidly time-shares those 

holograms by periodically scanning them across the WA using a 2D mirror galvanometer. The 

SHOT approach drastically increases the overall reach (i.e., the WA in which microparticles can 

be handled) of current optical-tweezers systems while maintaining sufficiently small trap sizes and 

while permitting a diversity of structured traps (e.g., optical vortices36) that can be moved in and 

out of the focal plane. Although others have demonstrated impressive dynamic handling of 10s of 

particles simultaneously using other optical-tweezers approaches99,100, this paper utilizes the 

SHOT approach for the first time to demonstrate the dynamic handling of similar numbers of 

particles simultaneously but within significantly larger WAs (>12 fold). 

This increase in simultaneous particle handling, coupled with a suitable method for particle 

joining55,56, could enable an advanced optical-tweezers additive-fabrication technology55,64 that 

could assemble practical volumes of custom engineered microgranular crystals14,101 in reasonable 
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build times. The closely packed spheres that constitute these crystals give rise to nonlinear dynamic 

properties that are favorable for controlling stress waves that propagate through the crystal’s 

lattice102. An optical-tweezers approach similar to SHOT could enable the flexibility necessary to 

fabricate sophisticated designs while still achieving large volumes in reasonable build times. 

 

3.2 Heuristic Grouping Algorithm 

The SHOT approach generates different groups of time-shared hologram traps by 

synchronizing a phase-only SLM with a 2D mirror galvanometer. The SLM divides a laser beam 

into multiple optical traps and the galvanometer directs these traps to a desired location within the 

WA to temporarily trap a group of corresponding particles. The SLM then divides the laser beam 

into a new set of optical traps and the galvanometer directs those traps to a new location within the 

WA to temporarily trap a different group of particles. This process cycles through different groups 

of particles rapidly such that a time-averaged wide-field trapping pattern emerges that can cleanly 

trap and handle many particles within a significantly larger WA than could be achieved by the 

SLM alone. The SHOT approach is graphically depicted in Figure 19 for a scenario where 10 

particles are trapped within a large WA. The blue dashed squares shown in the right side of the 

figure represent the reach of the system’s SLM as its different trapping holograms are cyclically 

scanned to each of the four locations where the particles in each of the groups are trapped. 

Although the SHOT approach is not the first to use an SLM in series with a galvanometer or 

AOM103,104, it is the first approach that synchronizes an SLM with a galvanometer to enable 

dynamic handling of particles. 
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Figure 19: SHOT time-sharing principle 

 

The SHOT approach requires a sophisticated grouping algorithm to computationally 

coordinate the task of scanning each trap group generated by the SLM for handling all the particles 

in the WA as efficiently and effectively as possible. To this end, this grouping algorithm should 

attempt to calculate the minimum number of trap groups necessary for trapping all the intended 

particles within the WA for a given SLM reach (e.g., the size of all the blue dashed squares in Fig. 

1). The algorithm should also determine the location of each of those trap groups as well as attempt 

to calculate the most efficient sequence in which their corresponding trap holograms should be 

cyclically scanned. Finally, this algorithm should be computationally efficient to the extent that it 

can perform its calculations in less time than is required for the SLM and galvanometer to perform 

the instructions generated by the algorithm (i.e., the algorithm should not be the system’s 

bottleneck so that the hardware can be driven to its limits). 
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There are many heuristic grouping algorithm solutions that could sufficiently satisfy these 

requirements for enabling the SHOT approach, but no single algorithm exists for determining the 

absolute optimal solution for general scenarios. Determining the absolute minimum number of trap 

groups, for instance, is an NP-hard problem that cannot be solved directly. Although it is possible 

that a near-minimum solution could be determined by relaxing an NP-hard Boolean linear 

programming (LP) problem, a different heuristic approach was used for the algorithm of this paper. 

Additionally, identifying the optimal scanning sequence of trap groups is similar to the well-known 

traveling-salesman problem (TSP), which currently has no optimal solution and is also NP-hard. 

Furthermore, note that although traditional grouping algorithms (e.g., k-means clustering105) 

provide efficient solutions for calculating the location of different-sized groups for a given number 

of groups, the problem that the SHOT-approach algorithm attempts to solve is the reverse problem. 

Its grouping algorithm should calculate the minimum number and location of groups required to 

trap all the particles within the WA for a given fixed group size, which corresponds with the SLM’s 

reach. This reach is determined by the number of SLM pixels and the system’s 4-f magnification 

optics, which are fixed values once the system is built. 

The heuristic grouping algorithm introduced in this paper rapidly calculates the near-

minimum number, n, of trap groups necessary to trap all the particles in the WA as well as the 

locations of these groups and a near-optimal sequence in which they should be cyclically scanned. 

This information is produced in the form of (i) SLM phase values, Φi, for each of the sequentially 

numbered trap groups labeled 1 through n, and (ii) galvanometer voltage values, Vi=[vxi, vyi], that 

correspond with the x and y coordinates to which the center of the corresponding trap group’s 

square area will be directed by the galvanometer’s mirror (these parameters are labeled in Fig. 1). 
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The algorithm produces this information when given (i) the desired locations of every trap in the 

WA, which is labeled in Step 1 of Fig. 2, (ii) the size of the full WA, and (iii) the size of the fixed 

SLM reach. The SLM reach of this paper’s system was set to a 50 µm x 50 µm square so that each 

trap could be focused tightly within the system’s full WA. These inputs are provided to the 

algorithm in the form of a large sparse matrix and a smaller matrix fully filled with ones only. The 

components of the large sparse matrix represent locations where traps could be placed in the WA. 

Values of zero within the matrix represent locations where no traps are intended, and values of one 

represent locations where desired traps are intended. The sparse matrix for our system’s WA is a 

1024x1280 matrix. Its size is limited by our camera’s field-of-view. The components within the 

smaller matrix filled with ones represent the locations where the SLM could place traps (i.e., it 

represents the SLM’s reach depicted as the grey dashed square in Step 1 of Fig. 2). This matrix is 

356x356 for our system’s SLM reach. 

Once the algorithm receives these matrix-based input values, it performs the steps shown 

in Figure 20 to calculate its output SLM phase and galvanometer voltage values as discussed in 

the previous paragraph. Step 1 of the algorithm convolves the SLM’s small matrix of ones over 

the WA’s larger sparse matrix to produce a new density-map matrix that possesses the same 

dimensions as the WA’s sparse matrix. Each component within this density-map matrix contains 

an integer that represents the number of desired traps that would lie within the reach of the SLM 

if the center of its square area had been placed at the location that corresponds with the 

component’s location within its matrix and the WA’s sparse matrix. Step 2 of the algorithm uses 

this density-map matrix to then assign the location where the center of the first group of 

holographic traps will be directed by the galvanometer such that the largest number of desired 
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traps will fall within the SLM’s reach. This location corresponds with the component of the 

density-map matrix that is the largest number in the matrix and is near the center of the locations 

of the other equal-valued components within the same matrix. Once this location is found, a new 

WA sparse matrix is constructed that is equivalent to the previous sparse matrix but changes the 

components that correspond with the locations of the traps within the first assigned trap group 

from one to zero. Step 3 of the algorithm repeats Steps 1 and 2 using this updated WA sparse 

matrix to find the next trap group that contains the second largest number of desired optical traps. 

Step 4 of the algorithm continues to iterate these steps until all the locations of the trap groups 

have been identified and sequentially numbered. Since, however, a scanning sequence with a cycle 

that begins with the highest density trap group and ends with the lowest density trap group is not 

likely to be optimally efficient, Step 5 renumbers these trap groups in a clockwise order so the 

galvanometer repositions its mirror a near-minimum distance between each trap group. Although 

this clockwise-sequence approach is an acceptable heuristic TSP solution, other TSP heuristic 

solutions 106,107 with comparable computational efficiency could also be applied to enable the 

SHOT approach. Step 6 uses the standard gratings and lenses algorithm to rapidly calculate the 

SLM phase pattern, Φi, of each trap group to generate tightly focused traps where they are desired 

within each group. Step 6 also uses a calibration constant to  convert the x and y coordinates of the 

center locations of each trap group’s square area to voltage values, Vi=[vxi, vyi], that drive the 

pointing direction of the galvanometer so the trap groups can be scanned to their correct locations. 

The first five steps of the algorithm took our system approximately 1 millisecond per trap group 

to calculate, and the last step took an additional 2 milliseconds per trap group.  
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Figure 20: Heuristic grouping algorithm steps for enabling SHOT 

 

For scenarios in which multiple traps need to be moved within a large WA for 

simultaneously repositioning particles from one configuration to another, an additional strategy 

was implemented to improve the computational speed of the SHOT algorithm by as much as 50%. 

The strategy utilizes information pertaining to previously calculated trap groups so that only 

groups that possess moving traps are updated with new SLM phases and galvanometer voltages. 

The algorithm conducts a full system update (i.e., the steps of Fig. 2 are performed on every trap 

within the WA) after every 10 such partial updates to allow the traps to occasionally switch to 

other more favorable groups and scanning sequences. 
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The SHOT approach should also be configured to scale the dwell time of the holograms on 

each trap group according to the number of particles within that group. In this way, the average 

power allotted to each particle in high-density trap groups will be similar to the average power 

allotted to each particle in low-density trap groups so that every particle in the WA can be handled 

using similarly stiff traps. The dwell time for each trap group within our system is scaled to 5 

milliseconds per particle within its group. If more than 10 particles are in any one group, the group 

is divided into smaller groups so that no group’s dwell time is long enough to allow particles in 

other trap groups to defuse due to Brownian motion. A time-averaged trap uniformity 

measurement (using a Thorlabs BC106N-VIS intensity profiler) showed the 10-trap, 4-group 

pattern of Figure 20 to have a uniformity value, u, of 0.84, as defined by Eq. 4 in108. 

 

3.3 Scanning Holographic Optical Tweezers Hardware 

The schematic diagram of our current SHOT system is shown in Figure 21 and includes a 

256-by-256-pixel phase-only SLM (Boulder Nonlinear Systems HSP0532-256). The 2D scanning-

mirror galvanometers (Thorlabs GVS012) are driven by 14-bit, ±10 V analog outputs from a 

standard USB data acquisition card (NI USB-6001). They offer a minimum scanning-step size of 

approximately 43 nm at the focal plane of the 100x oil-immersion microscope objective.  

Scanned holograms are able to reach a 200-µm-diameter circular region, which is limited 

by the objective lens, while the 20x camera is able to view a 210-by-180 µm region. The 

positioning accuracy of the SLM is approximately 350 nm, but the system’s overall positioning 

accuracy is approximately 750 nm due to Brownian motion. Our system’s optical efficiency from 

the laser to the trapping plane (including the first-order diffraction efficiency of the SLM and 
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power lost due to the Fresnel beam block), is 20.5%. The maximum number of traps that can be 

created with the SHOT approach is primarily limited by the amount of power that reaches the 

trapping plane. We limited the amount of laser power on our SLM to 1.2 W to avoid damaging its 

backplane, which translates to a maximum available trapping power of 246 mW. We observed that 

approximately 5 mW is necessary to dynamically handle a 4-6 µm microsphere at a reasonable 

speed of ~3 µm/sec. Thus, using our power-limited SLM, our SHOT system is currently capable 

of simultaneously moving upwards of 50 such microspheres. Typical trap stiffness values for 30 

mW traps range between 0.62-1.17 pN/µm. We measured these trap stiffness values using a 

calibration method that equates particle displacements measured from video feedback to viscous 

drag forces induced by constant-speed micro-positioning stage motion, and included a Faxén’s law 

term to account for proximity to the cover slip109. 

 

Figure 21: SHOT system schematic diagram 

 

Particle manipulation was performed within a sample chamber consisting of a standard 

microscope slide and coverslip separated by two pieces of single-sided adhesive tape with a 
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thickness of approximately 80 µm. The unfunctionalized polystyrene microspheres (Bangs 

Laboratories, Inc.) were manipulated in an aqueous solution with approximately 0.05% Tween 20 

surfactant. 

Our system’s hardware is controlled by a MATLAB graphical user interface running on a 

Dell Precision T3600 computer (3.0 GHz quad-core, 12 GB RAM). The SLM and scanning 

galvanometer are updated to scan between holographic trap groups at rates of 160 Hz. Laser power 

is diverted away from the trapping plane during galvanometer movements to prevent streaks from 

appearing in the time-averaged profile. Three steps are conducted to prevent this issue and to 

enable the SHOT approach: (1) the SLM displays a blank pattern with no lens phase to temporarily 

steer all laser power into the Fresnel beam block, (2) the galvanometer angle is updated, and (3) 

the group's trapping phase pattern is sent to the SLM with a superimposed lens phase. Capture of 

user input commands and calculation of system control actions including the grouping algorithm 

described previously are performed in separate functions so that the SLM and galvanometer update 

loop runs in parallel for achieving high system efficiency.  

 

3.4 Results 

The SHOT system was used to produce a series of real-time screen shots of various 

particles being trapped and manipulated to form ordered configurations using the SHOT approach, 

as well as the ability to capture free-floating particles for directing the self-assembly of desired 

bulk configurations over large WAs (Figure 22). The approach was able to simultaneously trap 

and handle multiple particles within a WA that is more than twelve times larger than the reach of 

its SLM. 
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Figure 22: 4.2µm-diameter polystyrene microspheres positioned by the SHOT approach 

 

In this chapter, the SHOT approach was introduced, which combines the strengths of the 

SOT and HOT approaches for generating large numbers of time-shared tightly focused traps of 

any optical structure that can be moved in and out of the trapping plane over a significantly larger 

WA than is possible using the HOT approach alone. A grouping algorithm is introduced for 

efficiently coordinating the SLM and scanning galvanometer to enable the SHOT approach and 

details pertaining to our system are provided. 
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Chapter 4: 

Path Planning and Automation of Holographic Optical 

Tweezers Systems 

 The purpose of this chapter is to introduce three improvements to automated holographic-

optical-tweezers systems that increase the number and speed of particles that can be manipulated 

simultaneously. First, addressing path planning by solving a bottleneck assignment problem can 

reduce total move time by up to 30% when compared with traditional assignment problem 

solutions. Next, a new strategy is presented to identify and remove undesired (e.g. misshapen or 

agglomerated) particles. Finally, a controller that combines both closed- and open-loop automation 

steps is shown to increase the overall loop rate and average particle speeds while also utilizing 

necessary process monitoring checks to ensure that particles reach their destinations. These 

improvements are used to show fast reconfiguration of 100 microspheres simultaneously with a 

closed-loop control rate of 6Hz, and 10Hz by employing both closed- and open-loop steps. 

Additionally, this presented approaches are used in the closed-loop assembly of a large pattern in 

a continuously-flowing microchannel-based particle-delivery system. 

 

4.1 Motivation 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce three improvements that can be applied to 

automated HOT systems to improve throughput: (1) efficient path planning via solutions to the 
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bottleneck assignment problem (BAP), (2) a new strategy for identifying and sorting undesired 

particles, and (3) utilization of both closed- and open-loop automation steps, which can increase 

speed while still ensuring that particles reach their destinations. This work is important because it 

simplifies the system operator’s task of highly-parallelized coordination of large numbers of 

objects, thereby improving HOT’s potential as a viable method for microfabrication. 

This work had three primary goals in formulating a controller for high-throughput HOT-

based assembly: (1) to incorporate closed-loop process monitoring so that particles are sure to 

reach their destinations, (2) to route particles along efficient (i.e. minimum time) paths, and (3) to 

utilize rapid computations that can be scaled to many particles in parallel. However, no previously-

published works have achieved these three conditions simultaneously. Numerous examples of 

open-loop reconfiguration processes have been demonstrated that leverage pre-computed 

holograms100,110, but these controllers are not robust to environmental perturbations like collisions 

or ambient microfluidic flow within the sample chamber. Closed-loop controllers have been 

presented using A-star111 or D-star-lite112 path planning algorithms to route particles to their 

destinations, yet these approaches have not been scaled beyond three particles in parallel due to 

the computational complexity of the path planning algorithms. A closed-loop flocking controller 

applied to a HOT system was demonstrated for sorting visually-different particles113,114, and 

although this control scheme avoids collisions, it does not continually track a minimum-time 

solution. Finally, a specialized control scheme was developed for using microspheres for indirect 

pushing of single biological cells115, but the approach presented in our work assumes the ability to 

directly manipulate microparticles, which allows for a greater number of particles to be handled 

simultaneously. 
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Our approach was inspired by Chapin and colleagues, who first demonstrated efficient 

closed-loop heuristic algorithms for assembling and sorting up to 25 microspheres116. Chapin’s 

controller featured particle recognition, path planning, collision avoidance, and wavefront design 

at each step with control loop rates less than 3Hz. Our approach uses a similar controller structure, 

but we demonstrate improvements in detection, path planning, and overall computational 

efficiency that enables a four-fold increase in the number of particles handled simultaneously (i.e. 

100 microparticles in parallel) and a two-fold improvement in controller loop rate (i.e., 6Hz, 

including calculating minimum-time paths at each closed-loop step). 

 

4.2 Control Algorithm 

We now discuss the five steps of the closed-loop automation algorithm (Figure 23a) that 

organizes a random dispersion of microparticles into a desired pattern. All computations are 

performed in MATLAB on a desktop computer (3.0GHz quad-core, 12GB RAM) with a built-in 

graphic processing unit (GPU; GIGABYTE GeForce GTX 1060, 3GB). 
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Figure 23: Automation algorithm and HOT system, including microfluidic chip. 

 

The automation algorithm’s first step involves performing a GPU-based image processing 

routine to detect all visible particles. The image processing routine proceeds as follows: (1) an 

image is captured from the system’s 40x camera (Figure 24a), (2) a low-pass-filtered image is 

computed (Figure 24b), (3) the low-pass-filtered image is subtracted from the original captured 
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image to increase contrast against the background signal (Figure 24c), (4) the background-

subtracted image is converted to a binary format via thresholding (Figure 24d), and (5) 

MATLAB’s imfill flood-fill operation is used to create filled features (Figure 24e). From the final 

filled image, MATLAB’s regionprops command returns centroid location, area, and perimeter 

values for each detected particle. Using our GPU with this approach, upwards of 250 particles can 

be detected in less than 50ms. 

 

 

Figure 24: Steps in the particle detection and removal process 

 

The automation algorithm’s second step (Figure 23a) involves screening particles of 

uniform size and spherical shape. This step is important in the fabrication of microgranular 

structures, which are highly dependent on the morphology of the constituent components117. Stock 

solutions of polymer microspheres are readily available, but a range of particle diameters is present 

within each sample as well as aspherical shapes that result from manufacturing defects and 

stochastic microparticle agglomerations. Using the particle statistics calculated from the image 
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processing routine (i.e., centroid location, area, perimeter values), the automation algorithm groups 

all detected particles into sets of either desirable (i.e., uniformly sized and spherical) particles or 

undesirable (i.e., misshapen or agglomerated) particles. The algorithm screens for undesirable 

particles according to whether they satisfy any one of three conditions: (1) the particle’s detected 

area in the image is outside the bounds of an expected threshold range, which indicates 

unacceptably small, large, or agglomerated particles, (2) the distance between the particle and its 

closest adjacent particle is below an expected value (i.e. less than or equal to two particle radii 

from centroid-to-centroid), which indicates agglomeration, or (3) the particle’s circularity ratio is 

less than 0.9 (circularity is computed as 4πA/P, where A is the particle’s image area and P is the 

particle’s perimeter), which indicates unacceptable particle deformity. This approach calculates 

particle diameters with single-pixel precision (i.e., 122nm). 

The automation algorithm’s third step (Figure 23a) involves assigning directional 

movement vectors to particles deemed undesirable or desirable. Particles deemed undesirable are 

removed from the SLM’s working area by displacing them in a direction radially outwards using 

an optical trap placed near the edge of the particle. We rely on the empirical observation that 

optical traps placed at the edges of the semi-spherical deformed particles produce similar trapping 

behavior118 as that suggested by Mie-regime optical trapping simulations of spherical particles119. 

To locate the edge of an aspherical particle, the automation algorithm computes a vector from the 

particle’s centroid facing outwards from the center of the SLM’s working area. The algorithm 

subsequently locates the intersection between this vector and the edge of the detected particle’s 

profile in the binary filled image and places an optical trap at this location (Fig. 2f). 
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The automation algorithm’s third step (Figure 23a) simultaneously computes how desired 

particles will be assigned to destination locations in the final pattern (e.g., the assembly process in 

Fig. 3a). An assignment of trapped particles to respective destinations can be reached by solving 

an assignment problem (AP), which produces a matching between initial particle locations and 

desired final destinations that minimize a cost function. One common AP approach is the well-

established Hungarian algorithm120 (Figure 25a), which minimizes the total distance travelled by 

all particles from their initial to final locations. However, since particles move at a constant average 

speed, our automation algorithm instead reduces overall move time by solving a bottleneck 

assignment problem (BAP) to minimize the longest single path (Figure 25a). BAP solutions 

require a few extra milliseconds to compute when compared with the Hungarian algorithm, but 

the BAP solution’s longest single path can be up to 30% shorter than that of the Hungarian 

algorithm for the same inputs as shown in Figure 25a. The BAP approach121 computes rapidly 

enough to run at each closed-loop automation step (e.g., 39ms for the 100-particle pattern in Figure 

25b) meaning that the automation algorithm is able to recalculate an optimal minimum-move-time 

assignment set even in the presence of environmental perturbations. From the calculated 

assignment set, each particle is assigned to move along a straight path towards its corresponding 

destination. 
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Figure 25: A comparison of the AP and BAP approaches 

 

The automation algorithm’s fourth step (Figure 23a) calculates a repulsive direction vector 

between adjacent particles to prevent their collision. To perform this calculation, a cost matrix is 

computed where each matrix entry, (i, j), represents the Euclidean distance from the centroid of 

detected particle i to the centroid of detected particle j. The algorithm uses the off-diagonal 

elements of the cost matrix to identify any particles that have approached each other within a 

threshold of three particle radii and then computes an equal-and-opposite repulsive direction vector 

for these adjacent particles. This repulsive direction vector is summed with the directional 

movement vectors (i.e., those generated in the third step of the automation algorithm) to determine 

the actual direction in which each particle will advance for each algorithm iteration. 

The automation algorithm’s fifth and final step (Figure 23a) computes updated trap 

locations for each particle, calculates a corresponding hologram using the standard Gerchberg-

Saxton algorithm82 with three iterations, and updates the LCPR to scale the laser power to the 
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number of active optical traps required. The control loop continues until all the particles reach their 

desired destination. 

Since the automation algorithm is limited to discrete trap steps of one particle radius, the 

control loop must be run at faster rates to generate an increase in average particle speed. To 

improve the loop rate, the controller utilizes two open-loop steps (i.e., no detection or path planning 

step, but only collision avoidance and hologram calculation) followed by a single closed-loop step. 

The closed-loop automation steps run at 6Hz and ensure that particles reach their destinations via 

process monitoring, while the open-loop steps execute at 15Hz and produce faster average particle 

speeds. When used in a 1:2 ratio of closed to open-loop steps, the controller runs at an average rate 

of 10Hz. Using this approach with step sizes of 1.5µm for spherical particles, individual particle 

speeds were observed to reach approximately 15µm/sec. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

This section demonstrates the performance of the reported automation algorithm. The 

controller was able to quickly reposition 44 particles from an initial ring arrangement to a final 

pattern consisting of two concentric circles in only 5 seconds (Figure 26a-b). Each optical trap 

used 2.5mW of power. The algorithm achieved a high degree of positioning accuracy 

(approximately 120nm), which was primarily limited by the SLM, and precision (approximately 

500nm), which was primarily limited by the particles’ Brownian motion.  The HOT approach 

offers a high degree of spatial control when fabricating arbitrary arrays of microparticles, which 

provides a promising alternative to traditional self-assembly approaches65,122. 
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The automation approach was also used to fabricate a “UCLA” pattern while 

simultaneously clearing excess particles from the working area by assigning destination locations 

at the top of the SLM’s working area (Figure 26c-d). The 42-particle pattern was formed and 

excess particles were removed within 12 seconds. The ability to achieve a desired final pattern 

while clearing excess particles may enable automated HOT systems to fabricate defect-free 

microgranular lattices117, photonic crystals123, or other microscale optical components composed 

of microparticles124,125. 

 

Figure 26: Reconfiguration of circular and “UCLA” patterns 

 

The automation algorithm was also used to reconfigure particles through a series of shape 

changes (Figure 27). The algorithm is run until each desired shape is formed and then the control 
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loop restarts for the next desired shape in the sequence. A video of the reconfiguration sequence 

is provided in the Supplementary Materials section. Vacancies in the desired patterns (e.g., in the 

outer perimeter of the 8 pattern) resulted from using a set of destination coordinates that was not 

adapted to the number of particles available. Future research will allow the automation algorithm 

to resample a complex shape into uniformly-spaced coordinates based on the number of available 

particles. The ability to continuously reconfigure particles into a time-varying target array may 

allow automated HOT systems’ to use large groups of microparticles to indirectly manipulate 

multiple biological cells or other sensitive objects115,126,127. 
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Figure 27: Nine-pattern number-shaped reconfiguration sequence 

 

The automated HOT system was also used with a microfluidic channel (Figure 23c) to form 

a real-time continuous-assembly system. A desired rectangular-grid pattern is continuously 

reconfigured as new microparticles flow into the SLM’s working area (Figure 28). The 

microparticles were held stationary with respect to the flowing medium (vmedium = 5µm/sec) using 

2.5mW optical traps. Utilizing additional power per optical trap may enable the HOT system to 

hold particles stationary in faster microfluidic flow, thereby increasing the rate of particle delivery. 

 

Figure 28: A 10x10 array of microspheres arranged in a continuously-flowing microchannel 

 

If combined with a suitable method for adhering particles54,55, the proposed conveyor-belt-

like microparticle-delivery system holds the potential to enable a continuous assembly system, in 

which HOT-assembled parts are collected at the outlet of the microfluidic channel. This approach 
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may also be combined with a flow lithography approach128–130 to simultaneously fabricate, deform, 

and assemble non-spherical, custom-shaped particles. 

This chapter demonstrated three primary advances to automated HOT systems for 

increasing the number and speed of particles that can be manipulated simultaneously: (1) real-time 

solutions to the BAP minimize the longest single path (thus, reducing move time), (2) particle 

statistics generated via image processing enable a new method to remove undesired particles, and 

(3) a 1:2 ratio of closed-to-open-loop automation steps increases the average controller rate to 

10Hz and individual particle speeds to 15µm/sec. The proposed automation algorithms were 

demonstrated by rapidly reconfiguring up to 100 particles simultaneously (with new patterns 

typically formed in 5-20 seconds). Additionally, in contrast to existing microchannel-based sorting 

approaches27,131, this work represents the first automated arrangement of microparticles in a 

microchannel-based particle-delivery system. 

The automation approaches presented in this work are readily adaptable to 3D 

manipulation of microparticles87,132,133. Future research will enable layer-by-layer additive 

fabrication of microgranular structures by combining the 3D Gerchberg-Saxton phase retrieval 

algorithm87, 3D microparticle detection134, and a suitable method for joining particles55. 

Developments in automation continue to advance HOT’s prospects as a viable means for 

scalable fabrication of microgranular structures117,135 and micro-optical components124,125, or as a 

means to manipulate multiple biological cells115,126,127 and micro-tools60,136 in parallel. 

Furthermore, combining an automated HOT system with a microfluidic channel may enable 

conveyor-belt-like fabrication of intricate micromechanisms54,63. 
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Chapter 5: 

Control via Modeling 

 To scale the HOT approach to simultaneously handle more particles at faster rates, it is 

essential to qualitatively and quantitively understand the nature of the forces created by an optical 

trap and how to best apply them for reliable particle handling. There has been a considerable 

amount of OT theory developed over the past fifty years137–141, yet few analytical and modeling 

efforts have been formulated to specifically investigate the dynamics of particles in the discretely-

stepped optical traps found in HOT system. 

 As previously discussed in Chapter 2, a tightly-focused laser beam creates a stable potential 

well in which transparent microparticles become trapped142. Trapping of nontransparent (i.e., 

absorbing) microparticles is also possible22,52,143 but is outside the scope of this work. The potential 

well for a plane-polarized Gaussian laser beam is generally axisymmetric and can be evaluated in 

a coordinate frame consisting of radial and axial components. This work will largely focus on the 

dynamics that result from the radial optical force profile as in-plane holography85 and imaging is 

simpler, more robust, and less computationally efficient than out-of-plane techniques87,134. 

 Mie-regime optical force simulations144 predict an initially linear radial trap stiffness, 

which changes slope and rolls off at distances greater than approximately one particle radius 

(Figure 29). The shape of the optical force curve is heavily influenced by many optical system and 

colloidal properties, including wavelength, numerical aperture (NA), indices of refraction, and M2 

value. Sample radial and axial optical force profiles, and their dependences on NA and M2 value 

are shown in Figure 29 (additional properties: D = 6µm polystyrene, 𝑛𝑃𝑆 = 1.575, λ = 532nm, P 
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= 40mW). As detailed in Ashkin145, trapping efficiency values, represented by 𝑄𝑟  or 𝑄𝑧 for the 

radial and axial efficiency respectively, represent the momentum transferred from the trapping 

laser into force per photon. Efficiency is converted into force (in units of Newtons) using the factor 

𝑛𝑃/𝑐, where n is the index of refraction, P is the laser power in the optical trap, and c is the speed 

of light in a vacuum: 

𝐹𝑂𝑇(𝑟) =
𝑄𝑟𝑛𝑃

𝑐
 

(10) 

𝐹𝑂𝑇(𝑧) =
𝑄𝑧𝑛𝑃

𝑐
 

(11) 

 

 

Figure 29: Sample radial and axial optical trapping force profiles (image courtesy M. Porter) 
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 Creating a stable force profile in the axial direction requires higher numerical aperture 

values than are required for stable trapping in the radial direction. A stable axial force profile is 

important if particles are to be manipulated axially (i.e., ‘lifted’ or ‘submerged’). If axial stability 

is not achievable, as is often the case with microspheres in a liquid pre-polymer, then it is important 

to consider the relative densities of the particles, medium, and the microscope orientation to create 

conditions for optical trapping (Table 5 summarizes these relationships – the typical operating 

conditions for the work presented in this thesis are bolded). 

 

Table 5: Microscope orientation, relative density, and trapping stability 

 𝝆𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆 >  𝝆𝒎𝒆𝒅𝒊𝒖𝒎 

(i.e., particles sink) 

𝝆𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆 <  𝝆𝒎𝒆𝒅𝒊𝒖𝒎 

(i.e., particles float) 

𝝆𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆 =  𝝆𝒎𝒆𝒅𝒊𝒖𝒎 

(i.e., particles are 

neutrally buoyant) 

Upright microscope 

(beam propagates 

downwards) 

If the radial profile 

is stable, particles 

can be trapped 

against the bottom 

substrate 

Axial stability is 

required for reliable 

trapping 

If the radial profile is 

stable, particles can 

be trapped against the 

bottom substrate 

Inverted microscope 

(beam propagates 

upwards) 

Axial stability is 

required for reliable 

trapping 

If the radial profile is 

stable, particles can 

be trapped against the 

top substrate 

If the radial profile is 

stable, particles can 

be trapped against the 

top substrate 

 

 The discussions in the sections that follow are limited to optical forces on transparent and 

spherical microparticles due to their prevalence in HOT experiments. Previously-published 
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literature describes simulations of optical forces on non-spherical74,146 and non-transparent (e.g., 

metallic143,147) particles but a discussion of these techniques is outside the scope of this work. 

5.1 Dynamics of Particles in Constant-Velocity Traps 

 The nonlinear force profiles created by tightly-focused Gaussian beams allow for stable 

trapping and manipulation through viscous media. Most of the experiments discussed in this work 

involved colloidal particles suspended in DI water (which has a kinematic viscosity of 

approximately 1cP at 20°C), but optical trapping was possible in other media including include 

various photopolymers (~5-500cP), propylene carbonate (2.5cP), propylene glycol (42cP), and 

glycerol (934cP). It becomes increasingly difficult to resuspend and manipulate microparticles into 

media with high viscosities, especially for liquids with viscosities beyond that of glycerol. 

 Further investigation of particle dynamics will be limited to behaviors in the radial 

direction, denoted by the state variable x. A simple model of the dynamics of optically-trapped 

particles can be constructed in a second-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE) as 

𝑚�̈� + 𝑐�̇� = 𝐹𝑂𝑇(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇) (12) 

where m represents the mass of the particle, 𝑥𝑂𝑇 represents the radial position of the optical trap, 

and 𝐹𝑂𝑇(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇) represents the optical force profile discussed above. The coefficient to the first 

derivative term, c, represents the viscous drag coefficient. This is often represented by a simple 

Stokes’ drag equation, but a more accurate representation is captured by the Faxen’s law 

equation109. This equation takes the particle’s proximity to the substrate into account as particles 

in boundary layers will experience increased drag force. Faxen’s law is expressed as 
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(13) 

where η represents the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, v represents the fluid velocity, R represents 

the radius of the particle, and h represents the height of the particle from the substrate. The 

coefficient given by Faxen’s law is typically 1-3 times larger than that offered by the Stoke’s drag 

equation, depending on the proximity to one substrate. 

 Force terms for particle-particle148 (i.e., 𝐹𝐷𝐿𝑉𝑂) and particle-solvent43,149 (i.e., 𝐹𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖𝑎𝑛) 

interactions are left outside of the scope of this modelling effort at this time. These terms represent 

stochastic forces that influence an optically-trapped particle that is trapped at high velocities or 

discretely-stepped with large step sizes, however, their omission does not change the overall 

behaviors predicted by the nonlinear ODE-based model. Future research by colleagues within the 

Flexible Research Group will address their effects. 

When optical traps are moved at a constant velocity with respect to the suspension medium, 

trapped particles reach a steady-state equilibrium position where the magnitude of the optical force 

balances the viscous drag force in a first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation: 

𝑐�̇� = 𝐹𝑂𝑇(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇) (14) 

By optically trapping a particle and driving the micropositioning stage to move the sample 

chamber at a constant velocity, it is possible to map the optical force curve at given trap offsets 

(i.e., 𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇). Starting at zero velocity and zero time-averaged lag, an increasing micropositioning 

stage velocity results in a directly proportional increase in lag. This constant stiffness regime is 

also known as the stable trapping regime (Figure 30) as small perturbations of the particle from 

the steady-stage lag position result in a restoring force and a return to the equilibrium. 
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Since each velocity value can be used to calculate a viscous damping force value via the 

viscous damping equation, the constant-speed drag test method is widely used to quantify and 

calibrate the effective optical force profile on a microparticle150: 

1. The micropositoning stage drives the sample chamber at a constant velocity with respect 

to the optically-trapped particle. 

2. The amount of steady-state lag (i.e., the difference in the trap and microparticle positions, 

𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇) is recorded. 

3. The velocity is converted to a viscous force value via the viscous damping equation (i.e., 

𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔 = 𝑐�̇�, using Eq. (13)) 

4. The process is repeated for different velocity values until the stable trapping region is 

established (via a plot of 𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇 vs. 𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔) 

Other methods to measure optical forces have been demonstrated109,151, but often require 

hardware like quadrant photodiodes or cannot be readily adapted to HOT systems. It is important 

to note that because the optical force and viscosity terms are dependent on many system 

parameters, these calibrations are not universal and are only valid for a given HOT and colloidal 

system. 

As the velocity approaches its maximum speed, the sign of the derivative of the force-

versus-lag curve changes sign, and an increase in fluid velocity beyond this point will result in the 

particle ‘falling out’ (i.e., lag values where the optical force cannot overcome the viscous drag 

force and the magnitude of 𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇 will increase monotonically with time). The change in 

derivative of the optical force profile represents the onset of the metastable trapping boundary 

(Figure 30). Beyond this location a perturbed particle experiences a non-restorative force that 
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prevents it from settling to the stable equilibrium position when in the presence of viscous drag. 

Particles at this boundary have an equal likelihood of returning to the stable trapping regime or 

falling out. When manipulating particles with constant-speed traps, the most reliable drag speed is 

slightly below the maximum speed, as allowing for some distance between the stable and 

metastable regions allows for a safety margin against perturbations (e.g., from the effects of 

Brownian motion or inter-colloidal effects). 

 

Figure 30: OT dynamic regimes 

 

5.2 A New Method for Measuring the Full HOT Force Profile 

 The addition of active components like SLMs in HOT116, scanning galvanometers in 

SOT41, or both in SHOT44 allows for parallelized handling of multiple particles simultaneously, 

but creates a dynamic environment where optical traps move with discrete steps rather than smooth 

and continuous motions due to the digital nature of the active components. This creates a unique 

set of dynamics, as the optical force term in Eq. (12) becomes a series of time-varying step 
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functions. The maximum constant velocity is no longer attainable as the step period increases, as 

particles experience lower forces as they settle towards the trap center. 

 However, the ability to instantaneously jump the trap’s position enables a new method for 

mapping out the metastable boundary of the optical force profile. The presented experimental 

method allows for force-lag mapping on particles of any size, shape, and material. By 

experimentally measuring the full optical force profile, simulations will better predict empirical 

HOT operating conditions and simulate operating parameters such as laser power profile, step size, 

step rate, and colloidal chemistry to fabricate a microgranular lattice, assemble MEMS devices, 

and actuate microscale mechanisms. 

To locate the boundary between the stable and unstable regions (i.e., the metastable 

boundary in Figure 30), a combination of constant-velocity sample chamber movements and 

instantaneous trap jumps is used. With an optically-trapped microparticle moving at a given 

velocity value with respect to the medium, an instantaneous jump of magnitude 𝑑𝑟 is introduced 

via SLM, and the camera feed is monitored to determine whether the particle returns to its 

equilibrium position or falls out. The test is iterated until the largest jump, 𝑑𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥, is found that 

results in the particle returning to equilibrium. The values of 𝑑𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 trace the metastable region of 

the optical force profile. In Figure 31, the blue circles represent constant-speed drag tests that map 

the stable trapping region, the green circles represent jump tests in which the particle resettled to 

an equilibrium lag, and red circles represent jump tests in which the particle fell out of the moving 

optical trap. The boundary between the green and red circles represents the values of 𝑑𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥, and 

a support vector machine152 was used to fit a curve for the metastable boundary. The data in Figure 

31 is provided for a high NA case (𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 1.23) and a low NA case (𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 0.46) 
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using 6.0µm-diameter polystyrene microspheres (𝑛𝑃𝑆 = 1.575) in DI water and 18mW, 532nm 

optical traps. The magenta ‘model prediction’ line displays a velocity profile predicted from Mie-

regime optical force simulations144. 

 

Figure 31: Experimental dynamic trapping results 

 

 The metastable boundary (i.e., the boundary between trap jumps in which the particle 

resettles to its equilibrium position or falls out) is a region that is, in practice, stochastically 
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influenced by both the random nature of Brownian forces43 as well as inter-colloidal148 (i.e., 

DLVO) effects that result from proximity to additional randomly-distributed ambient particles 

(i.e., 𝐹𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑖𝑎𝑛 and 𝐹𝐷𝐿𝑉𝑂 can either stochastically act along the direction of 𝐹𝑂𝑇 to help particles 

settle from a greater jump distance or oppose 𝐹𝑂𝑇 to cause particles to fall out at short trap jump 

distances). Understanding the nature of this stochastic region is important for reliably handling 

particles with discretely-stepped traps (e.g., in HOT or scanning OT systems) as increases in step 

size can result in a reduction of the probability that particles will resettle into their optical traps. 

 

5.3 Dynamics of Particles in Discretely-Stepped Traps 

Using either an analytically-calculated73 or experimentally-measured optical force profile, 

we can now provide an empirical optical force term in Eq. (12) and simulate the effects of the 

discrete-stepping behavior found in HOT, SOT, and SHOT systems. For now, we continue to 

ignore the effects of Brownian motion149,153 and intercolloidal forces148,154 and seek only to 

explore, for the first time, the general dynamical behavior of colloidal particles in discretely-

stepped optical traps. 

The second-derivative inertial term of the ODE can be ignored as the inertia of micron or 

submicron particles is negligible when compared to the viscous drag and optical force terms. As a 

result, we can study the forcing function as a series of step functions defined only by step period, 

𝑇, and step size, 𝛿, as defined by 

𝑐�̇� = 𝐹𝑂𝑇(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇(𝑡), 𝑇, 𝛿) (15) 

A MATLAB-based time-stepping simulation was constructed and run for a range of T and δ values 

with a simulation duration of 1sec and time steps of 1ns. 
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Parameter sweeps of the 𝑇 and 𝛿 parameters revealed two unique operating regimes: 

settling and slewing. In this work, the settling regime is characterized by a particle position that 

travels at least 0.9 ∙ 𝛿 in each step period 𝑇. The slewing regime is characterized by a particle that 

can achieve a finite time-averaged lag value (i.e., the magnitude of 𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇 does not increase 

monotonically with time) but is also outside of the settling regime. The results are summarized in   
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Table 6. 
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Table 6: Dynamic operating regimes of particles in discretely-stepped traps (6.0μm-diameter 

polystyrene spheres and 40mW, 532nm optical traps) 

Regime Definition Relevant systems Example time-series plot 

Settling 

 

min |𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇|

≤ 0.1 ∙ 𝛿 

Step time (T): large 

Step size (δ): variable 

 

Typical of most HOT 

systems, where the rate is 

limited by SLM hardware 
 

Slewing min |𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇|

> 0.1 ∙ 𝛿 

Step time (T): small 

Step size (δ): small 

 

Typical of some SOT 

systems, where scanning 

elements can update 

quickly 

 

lim
𝛿→0,𝑓→∞

(𝛿/𝑇 ) = 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 

where vmax is the maximum 

continuous drag speed 

 

No 

trapping 

lim
𝑡→∞

|𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑇| = ∞ Step time (T): small 

Step size (δ): large 
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Sweeping T and δ across a wide parameter space (such as in the 4500 simulations in Figure 32) 

reveals that discretely-stepped optical traps move particles at an average rate that is much slower 

than constant-velocity traps. In these figures, we use 𝑁𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 1.23, 18mW and 532nm 

optical traps, and 6.0µm-diameter polystyrene microspheres (𝑛𝑃𝑆 = 1.575) in DI water. The blue 

dots represent the slewing regime and the green dots represent the setting regime, as introduced 

in   
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Table 6. The region above the ‘no trapping boundary’ represents a portion of the parameter 

space where particles cannot be manipulated. Figure 32a shows the operating space with a linear 

y-axis and Figure 32b shows the operating space with a logarithmic y-axis. In the latter case, we 

can see that the maximum speed for a discretely-stepped optically-trapped particle occurs when 𝛿 

and 𝑇 are small, and the slewing velocity approaches the maximum continuous drag velocity. 

 

Figure 32: OT operating regimes in T-δ parameter space (6.0μm-diameter polystyrene spheres 

and 40mW, 532nm optical traps) 

 

Simulating the full T and δ parameter space also provides an important insight about the 

operating dynamics of HOT systems: the maximum step size is constrained to be less than 1-2 

particle radii. Thus, the only means to increase the average speed of discretely-stepped traps 

towards the maximum continuous-drag speed is to increase the step rate. This fact will be utilized 

when designing a hybrid open- and closed-loop automation controller in Section 5. Furthermore, 

these simulations can be performed a priori and reveal optimal step sizes for HOT systems with 

loop periods less than approximately 10ms. 
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 However, the discrepancy in speed between continuously- and discretely-stepped optical 

traps (i.e., at step times greater than approximately 10ms) can also be addressed by moving 

multiple discretely-stepped particles in parallel via HOT. Each individual particle then operates 

within the parameter space shown in Figure 32. 

 

5.4 Limitations of Simulated Force Profiles 

 To further illustrate the benefits of the experimental test method for mapping the full 

optical force profile discussed in the previous section over pure numerical-simulation-based 

approaches, a brief discussion of a few limitations on numerical optical force profile simulations 

is included in this section. A popular Mie-regime simulation environment based on the T-matrix 

method of field computation has been presented by Niemenen, et. al.119, but the optical force 

profiles produced by the simulation cannot capture certain HOT operating conditions. For instance, 

the work in this thesis relies on a high-NA oil-immersion microscope objective (𝑁𝐴 =  1.45, 

𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 1.52) immersed in an aqueous medium with a lower index of refraction (𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 1.33). 

The index of refraction difference between the oil/coverslip system and the water medium gives 

rise to (1) spherical aberrations155–158 and (2) apodization at high convergence angles due to both 

total internal and Fresnel reflections. 

The first effect that is not captured by most Mie-regime simulations is spherical aberration 

arising from refraction at the coverslip-water interface, which results in elongated optical traps. 

The amount of trap elongation increases linearly with optical trapping depth into the water medium 

and can range from a few microns close to the coverslip, to nearly 100μm at the maximum 130μm 

trapping depth of an Olympus Plan Apo Lambda 100x microscope objective. 
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The second effect that reduces trap efficiency is reflection at the medium boundary between 

the glass coverslip and liquid trapping medium. One type of reflection is total internal reflection 

(TIR), which occurs when a propagated wave is incident upon a medium boundary with a 

decreasing refractive index (e.g., glass to water) at an angle larger than a critical angle, θc. From 

Snell’s Law, we can solve for the critical angle by setting the transmission angle, θt, to 90°, and 

inputting the indices of refraction for the coverglass (𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠  =  1.52) and water (𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 1.33): 

𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 sin 𝜃𝑖 = 𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 sin 𝜃𝑡 

sin 𝜃𝑖 =
𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠
sin 𝜃𝑡 

𝜃𝑐 = arcsin (
𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠
) = 61.0° 

(16) 

Therefore, light that is focused at angles greater than 61.0° will be lost into the immersion oil due 

to TIR. This effect is visible in Figure 33, where an oil-immersion objective (𝑁𝐴 =  1.45) is 

immersed into oil (𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 1.52) on top of a glass microscope slide (𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 1.52). The high-angle 

rays reflect in the glass, made evident by the bright edges of the microscope slide. 
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Figure 33: Total internal reflection at a glass-air boundary 

 

 Additional losses occur across all focusing angles (i.e., from 0° to 𝜃𝑐 = 61° ) due to a 

second reflective effect known as Fresnel reflection. Fresnel reflection is polarization-dependent, 

but since the microscope objective focuses in a radial cone, a bulk reflection value can be 

calculated by averaging the contributions from the s- and p-polarizations: 

𝑅𝑠(𝜃𝑡) = |
𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 cos 𝜃𝑖 − 𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 cos 𝜃𝑡

𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 cos 𝜃𝑖 + 𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 cos 𝜃𝑡
|

2

 

𝑅𝑝(𝜃𝑡) = |
𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 cos 𝜃𝑡 − 𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 cos 𝜃𝑖

𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 cos 𝜃𝑡 + 𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 cos 𝜃𝑖
|

2

 

𝑅(𝜃𝑡) =
𝑅𝑠(𝜃𝑡) + 𝑅𝑝(𝜃𝑡)

2
 

(17) 

The result is that light focused across all angles (i.e., from 0° to 𝜃𝑐 = 61° ) will experience some 

attenuation due to Fresnel reflection. 
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Using a MATLAB-based ray-tracing simulation (Appendix D), both aberration and 

reflective effects become visible (Figure 34). This figure (not to scale) features a cone of light 

focusing at 71° (for a 𝑁𝐴 =  1.45 oil-immersion lens). The vertical black dashed line represents 

a glass-to-water medium boundary transition. The black marginal rays depict those lost to TIR 

(i.e., rays between 61-71°), whereas the blue rays represent the relative amount of attenuation due 

to angle-dependent Fresnel reflection (ranging from 40% for the most marginal rays to 0.04% for 

rays centered along the y-axis). 

 

Figure 34: MATLAB ray-tracing simulation of TIR and Fresnel reflective losses 

 

 The spherically-aberrated focal region is influenced by the index-of-refraction mismatch 

between the glass and water media. For the parameters presented above, the amount of focal-region 

elongation is linearly dependent on trapping depth as: 

𝛿𝑧 ≈ 0.69 ∙ 𝑑 [𝜇𝑚] (18) 
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For example, the Olympus Plan Apo Lambda 100x oil-immersion microscope objective (NA = 

1.45) has a total working distance of 0.3mm, or 0.13mm after a no. 1.5 coverslip. Trapping at the 

full 130µm depth creates a focal region that is approximately 70µm tall. This does not prevent 

stable radial trapping as there still exists a tight electric field gradient, but axial trapping becomes 

progressively more difficult, if not impossible, as trapping depth into an index-mismatched media 

increases. 

The use of a high-NA, oil-immersion lens in an aqueous medium will give rise to aberration 

and reflective effects159 that currently prohibit the use of standard Mie-regime optical force 

simulations. Experimental mapping of the full optical profile will provide the most accurate 

representation of the forces experienced by optically-trapped particles. 
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Chapter 6: 

Efficient Joining of Microparticles 

The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate a holographically-driven photopolymerization 

process for joining colloidal particles to create planar microstructures fixed to a substrate, which 

can be monitored with real-time measurement. This chapter introduces a new photopolymerization 

process for rapidly joining simultaneously handled microspheres in plane. Additionally, a new 

process control technique allows for efficient identification of when particles have been 

successfully joined by measuring a sufficient reduction in the particles’ Brownian motion.  

 

6.1 Motivation 

The focus of this chapter is to introduce a new and reliable method for simultaneously 

joining particles to create 2D microstructures. Robust and scalable particle joining is one of the 

key barriers preventing the implementation of HOT as a viable microfabrication technique. 

Previous joining efforts have relied on the high affinity between microparticles that are pre-coated 

with the complementary biomolecules streptavidin and biotin160. Relying on surface-coating 

affinity, however, places practical limits on the variety of particles that can be joined and requires 

that particles coated with these complementary biomolecules remain separated until joining is 

desired. Another similar approach has been proposed to increase the variety of complementary 

surface coatings by leveraging hybridization between DNA oligomers attached to the particles58.  

Unfortunately, this approach would still be burdened by the task of having to keep the particles 
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separated until they are manually joined. A non-chemical alternative for joining particles is 

photothermal melting161. This technique relies on high laser intensities to melt and join the particles 

together. It is, however, difficult to sufficiently concentrate the delivery of the laser’s thermal 

energy at the bonding interface between the particles to effectively join them, and particles made 

of different materials with different thermal properties are often not compatible to join using this 

approach. Cyclic heating of the entire sample chamber to temperatures above the softening point 

of the particles also allows for joining162, but this method is time-consuming and cannot be 

localized. The most promising joining technique utilizes photopolymerization (i.e., the process of 

transforming a liquid monomer solution into a solid structure via photo-induced cross-

linking)54,78,163,164. Joining via photopolymerization is unique in that it is not heavily dependent on 

the properties of the particles being joined and thus can be used to join particles of almost any 

material by encasing them in a polymer shell. 

The dexterity and flexibility of the proposed HOT approach will enable a variety of 

applications. Holographically-assembled microlattices could be made to serve as photonic crystals 

or new metamaterials with tailored mechanical properties. Our HOT approach could also be used 

for adding flexures, anchors, or wires165 to preformed parts of microelectromechanical systems 

(MEMS). Additionally, our approach may be used to fabricate structures for cell confinement166. 

Once assembled, these microdevices could subsequently be actuated using optical forces for 

sorting cells or controlling fluid flow in lab-on-a-chip devices. 

This paper’s contributions related to holographically-driven photopolymerized particle 

joining include (i) a chemical recipe that supports photopolymerization, (ii) a trap-plane intensity 

pattern used to initiate photopolymerization at the bonding interface between particles, and (iii) a 
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real-time process monitoring technique that records Brownian motion to determine when joining 

is complete.  

 

6.2 Photochemistry 

We will now outline an acrylamide-based vinyl photopolymerization reaction used for 

particle joining. When laser light interacts with a photoinitiator and co-initiator mixture, the 

chemical system generates free radicals that cause a chain reaction of cross-linking between 

dissolved acrylamide monomers167. The bulk process terminates when the fusing laser intensity is 

reduced to prevent significant free radical formation. Individual chains then terminate due to 

recombination or disproportionation reactions that form unreactive chains168. The photochemistry 

reported here is inspired by the bulk-gel synthesis process169 with concentrations adjusted to enable 

particle positioning without cross-linking at low laser power and localized photopolymerization at 

high power. 

The aqueous medium consists of 0.68M acrylamide monomer, 17mM bis-acrylamide 

cross-linker, 17µM safranin dye photoinitiator, and 16mM triethanolamine co-initiator (Sigma-

Aldrich). We favor safranin dye (λmax=532nm) as a free radical photoinitiator because its 

absorption wavelength coincides with our trapping laser and because its absorption maximum is 

high170. Solutions are prepared and tested in a darkened room in order to reduce premature 

polymerization induced by overhead fluorescent lights. All experiments use unfunctionalized 

polystyrene microspheres with 4.21-micron diameters (Bangs Laboratories, Inc.). Figure 35 

contains example patterns and Figure 36 depicts the construction process.  
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Oxygen is an inhibitor in a free-radical photopolymerization reaction, which reacts with 

laser-induced free radicals to form unreactive species171. Therefore, it is important to prepare the 

medium mixture in such a way as to minimize dissolved oxygen levels. We found that avoiding 

vigorous mixing (i.e. no vortexing of samples) was sufficient to create a chemical environment 

that was conducive to the assembly of the structures in Figure 35 and Figure 36. Performance may 

be further improved by enclosing the sample chamber in an environment with controlled oxygen 

content to eliminate diffusion of atmospheric oxygen45. 

 

 

Figure 35: The letters H-O-T joined with acrylamide-based photopolymer 

 

Figure 36: Construction steps for joining a capital sigma arrangement of microspheres 
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6.3 Experimental System 

The holographic optical trapping system consists of a single CW laser and 256-by-256 

pixel phase-only spatial light modulator (Boulder Nonlinear Systems HSP0532-256). The 

microscope objective is slightly under-filled using a 4-f telescope to maximize trap efficiency172. 

SLM positioning accuracy is approximately 200nm but the system’s overall positioning accuracy 

is approximately 0.5µm due to Brownian motion. 

The user manually positions particles prior to joining them with individual point traps, 

which are created in response to mouse clicks within a MATLAB graphical-user interface (GUI). 

The adaptive-additive Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm85 calculates all holographic phase patterns. 

Hologram calculation and SLM updates are performed at rates between 75 and 100 Hz. The 

computer is a Dell Precision T3600 with a quad-core, 3.0 GHz processor and 12 GB of RAM. 

 

6.4 Holograms for Joining 

To rapidly and robustly join adjacent microparticles together on the substrate, laser light 

can be used to induce a photopolymerization reaction between them. To this end, we delivered 

power via the distributed trapping pattern shown in Figure 37. The addition of the smaller inter-

particle traps allows for the rapid onset of joining since there is more photopolymer between the 

particles than at the particle-substrate interface. The ratio of the intensity at the particle interfaces 

to the maximum intensity used to trap (shown in Figure 37 as approximately 0.5) produces joining 
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for values between 0.3 and 1.0, although mid-range values more effectively maintain planar 

patterns while providing reliable joining. 

 

Figure 37: Hologram used to join adjacent microparticles 

 

During operation, microparticle positioning requires 20mW per point trap and 

immobilization requires 100mW to 150mW line traps (Figure 38) for approximately 2 to 8 seconds 

depending on slight variations in the aqueous photopolymer chemistry. Trap powers are measured 

at the trapping plane using an integrating sphere photodiode power sensor (Thorlabs S142C and 

PM100USB) and the zero-order spot removed. Underpowered trap profiles are slow to initiate 

photopolymerization or may not initiate the reaction at all. Overpowered trap profiles, on the other 

hand, can produce uncontrolled, ‘runaway’ reactions where photopolymer engulfs large regions of 
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the trapping plane. Typical particle positioning speeds are 3-4 microns per second. To manually 

assemble the structure in Figure 38, 1 to 5 beads are trapped and fused at a time. Since the aqueous 

medium with the dissolved acrylamide is denser than the polystyrene microspheres, the particles 

float to the top of the sample chamber for easy retrieval. 

 

 

Figure 38: Construction and joining of microspheres into a rectangular array 

 

6.5 Process Control Technique 

Most successful manufacturing and fabrication technologies require some degree of 

process monitoring and control. This section outlines a method for determining when the 

photopolymerization reaction of the proposed technology has sufficiently joined particles by 

measuring their Brownian motion. A particle trapped by a high-intensity 100mW to 150mW linear 

trap pattern exhibits visible shaking due to its increased temperature, but its positional variance 
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decreases as the particle is polymerized to its neighboring particles and the glass cover slip. The 

photopolymerization process is complete when the magnitude of the Brownian motion of the 

particle drops off by ~2 orders of magnitude.  It is possible for a system operator to make a 

qualitative assessment of Brownian motion and to then appropriately cut the laser power. For 

micromanufacturing applications, however, it is preferable to link this effect to a quantitative 

measurement and automatic power throttling to halt the joining reaction as soon as the particles 

have been sufficiently joined to maximize efficiency. 

In order to automatically determine when the joining reaction is complete, we monitor the 

Brownian motion of a single particle and cut the laser power once the Brownian motion magnitude 

drops to a set threshold. We perform this measurement by reducing the camera’s field of view to 

an area containing only the particle of interest and track the centroid by using MATLAB’s 

imfindcircles command. An additional dichroic filter placed before the imaging cameras prevents 

laser light from interfering with the image processing routine. The unit of the centroids position is 

camera pixels. The variance (in units of pixels2) is then computed using a moving window 

consisting of 50 samples. Image acquisition and variance calculations proceed at approximately 

60Hz. Figure 39 shows examples of the measured positional variance of the center particle in a 3-

by-1 linear array during a high-intensity joining process like the one shown in Figure 38. The 

reaction is complete when the position variance drops below the horizontal threshold line. The 

variation in joining time is a result of variations in the chemistry of the medium, including the 

presence of dissolved oxygen inhibitors. 

The threshold position variance for reliable particle joining should be calibrated for each 

sample. This threshold value is dependent on constant measurement system parameters (e.g., 
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camera pixel size, camera magnification, and trap efficiency) and variations in aqueous medium 

chemistry between samples. In our experiments, calibrated threshold position variance values 

range from 0.1pixels2 to 2.0pixels2. The threshold value used in the fabrication of the structures in 

Figures 1 and 2 is 0.5pixels2. Position variance values reach an absolute minimum between 

0.1pixels2 and 0.01pixels2, but the laser power should be reduced before the absolute minimum to 

prevent excessive accumulation of photopolymer. 

 

 

Figure 39: Microsphere positional variance during joining 

 

Calibration of the threshold position variance value is performed by joining approximately 

4 to 8 separate particles to the cover slip until different threshold values are reached. The system 

operator’s objective is to find threshold position variance values that correspond to immobilized 

particles. Once a lower bound for position variance that is indicative of an immobilized particle is 
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determined, the system control software can automatically reduce the laser power and end the 

photopolymerization reaction. In addition, correct tuning of the positional variance threshold and 

focusing of the joining hologram can result in particles that are adhered to one another but not to 

the substrate. The following example (Figure 40) demonstrates how a 1x3 array of 6µm-diameter 

microspheres can be joined and manipulated as a single object using a trap on the leading sphere. 

 

 

Figure 40: A 1x3 array of 6µm-diameter particles is joined and manipulated 

 

6.6 Outlook 

Future research will maximize the number of particles that can be joined within a large 

microstructure by reducing undesired solidification of the medium caused by unwanted stray light. 

Sources of stray light include the SLM’s zero-order spot, background speckle in the holographic 

patterns, and the fact that the same laser wavelength is currently used to trap and join the particles. 

Furthermore, the slow dynamics of the CW laser’s closed-loop current controller result in slow 

power reduction of high-intensity trap patterns while the photopolymerization reaction is still 

occurring. To address these issues, future work will reduce the SLM’s background speckle via 

higher-resolution holograms and incorporate a beam shutter to rapidly turn the joining laser on or 

off. Furthermore, it is possible to decouple the handling and joining processes by delegating 
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particle handling to a second laser wavelength that is not able to initiate the reaction, such as a 

two-photon system56. Future research will investigate inexpensive LED-based one-photon spot 

curing in the near-UV range as an alternative to an ultrafast laser. 

Future research will also enable HOT techniques to fabricate complex microstructures in 

three dimensions via photopolymerization. Producing freely-floating structures with our current 

approach is difficult since the chosen chemistry causes the particles to float against the cover slip. 

By selecting microparticles that achieve near-neutral buoyancy in the aqueous photopolymer 

medium, however, 3D microstructures can be assembled throughout the entire depth of the sample 

chamber. These structures can either be assembled while fixed to a substrate or while free-floating 

in the medium. 

A method for joining microparticles via photopolymerization was introduced as a means 

of fabricating planar microstructures fixed to a substrate. Particles were simultaneously positioned 

within an aqueous photopolymer medium using a custom-developed holographic optical tweezers 

system and a specialized trap-plane intensity pattern was used to drive the joining process. The 

reaction’s progress was measured by observing Brownian motion and the laser power was reduced 

upon reaching a pre-calibrated threshold value. Example 2D microstructures were assembled using 

multiple simultaneously-handled particles as case studies. 
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Chapter 7: 

Novel Applications of Two-Photon Lithography 

This chapter departs from exclusive discussion of the HOT approach to introduce two-

photon lithography (TPL) and its use in a novel hybrid TPL-HOT system. For the past half-century, 

lithographic approaches have served as the primary approach for direct additive 

microfabrication173 of structures that do not require assembly. Typical lithography systems, 

including both laser-scanning174 and projection45 approaches, rely on layer-by-layer assembly via 

stacking of 2D patterns. Alternative approaches for 3D laser scanning80 or 3D volumetric curing175 

have been demonstrated, although these techniques have not yet found wide adoption due to 

limited speed or constraints on the geometries that can be fabricated. The majority of materials 

used in lithography are acrylic polymers176–178, although recent literature has demonstrated 

advances in lithographic fabrication using ceramics179 and conductive polymers180. The highest-

resolution systems utilize a two-photon polymerization reaction, which is a nonlinear absorption 

process that occurs only in very small regions of high photon density. More information about this 

photochemical process is described in the next section. 

 The combination of TPL-based fabrication and HOT-based manipulation has already 

shown great promise in assembling microscale mechanical components including micron-scale 

screws62, snap-fits63, microgranular lattices56, and weaves and threaded microfibers56,181. However, 

the work presented in this thesis represents the first time that a hybrid TPL/HOT system has been 

used to fabricate and manipulate under the same microscope. 
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 The first section of this chapter presents the basic working principles of TPL as well as the 

experimental system and software features that enable TPL-based fabrication of novel 

microstructures and colloidal microparticles. In the second section, case studies in direct TPL 

fabrication of mechanical metamaterials are presented and include a negative Poisson’s ratio 

structure, large-deformation rolling contact materials, and a constant-stiffness spring topology. 

The third section introduces how TPL can be combined with a continuously-flowing microfluidic 

channel to enable conveyor-belt-like fabrication of arbitrarily-shaped microfluidic particles. 

Finally, the chapter concludes with preliminary work on hybrid TPL/HOT-based fabrication and 

manipulation. 

 

7.1 System Design 

7.1.1 Photochemistry 

 The general photopolymerization reaction, in which monomers cross-link to form solid 

polymer networks, is initiated by the absorption of photons by photoinitiator molecules. In the 

common one-photon absorption process used in many types of photolithography129,182, a single 

high-energy photon (typically in the 300-400nm ultraviolet portion of the spectrum) is absorbed 

by a photoinitiator molecule (Figure 41), which cleaves into free radicals that initiate a chain 

reaction of polymerization among dissolved monomer molecules. The result is a large ‘initiated 

area’, as photoinitiator molecules encounter initiating photons across the full writing beam. 

 In contrast, the TPL approach uses a nonlinear two-photon absorption process, in which 

two lower-energy photons (typically in the 600-800nm near-infrared (NIR) or infrared (IR) portion 
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of the spectrum) effectively add to provide the same initiation energy (Figure 41). The two NIR/IR 

photons must influence the same photoinitiator molecule within the molecule’s relaxation time, 

which is on the order of femtoseconds. Thus, a highly-energetic femtosecond pulsed laser is 

required to achieve the high spatial and temporal compression of photons needed to overcome the 

activation threshold. The result is a highly-localized initiated area that exists only at the beam’s 

focal point. 

 

 

Figure 41: One- vs. two-photon absorption diagrams (image courtesy of the Tucker Stem Cell 

Laboratory183) 

 

 A practical comparison between one- and two-photon initiation is shown in the 

fluorescence experiments in Figure 42, where the left-hand near-UV beam creates an initiated area 

across the full beam, whereas the righthand NIR beam initiates only a very small region at the 

beam’s focal region. 
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Figure 42: One- vs. two-photon fluorescence in liquid (image courtesy S. Ruzin184) 

 

 In selecting a resin for direct TPL-based printing of microstructures, we sought a multi-

functional acrylate for its high degree of crosslinking (resulting in high strength) and high viscosity 

(so fabricated parts would not shift during substrate height changes). In contrast, resins for 

fabricating parts for HOT manipulation needed to exhibit lower viscosity values (as less optical 

trapping force was available because of the lower index of refraction difference between the cured 

object and the uncured medium). A detailed description of the resins used to fabricate the 

microstructures and micromechanisms in this work are presented in the respective case study 

sections (7.2.1 and 7.2.2). 

 

7.1.2 Physical Optics 

The hybrid microfabrication system of Figure 43 combines TPL with the HOT system 

described in Chapter 2. The TPL system includes a femtosecond laser (fs laser, Spectra-Physics 
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MaiTai eHP DS, 690-1040nm) and an acousto-optic modulator switch (AOM, IntraAction ATM-

802DA2 and ME-820-6). The AOM and 2D scanning mirror galvanometer (galvo, Thorlabs 

GVS012) are driven by an analog output module (National Instruments NI-9263). 

Additional components include two ultrafast mirrors (M), beam block (BB), beam 

expander system (BE, f = 50 and 200mm lenses), 2D scanning mirror galvanometer (galvo, 

Thorlabs GVS012), 4-F telescope relay (two f = 60mm lenses), power sensor (Thorlabs S142C 

and PM100USB), and longpass dichroic mirror (DM2, λc = 650 nm). 

 

Figure 43: Hybrid HOT-TPL system 

 

7.1.2 Software Design 

 Preparing a computer-aided design (CAD) file for laser-direct writing involves a path 

planning step in which the shape must be discretized into a series of points for the laser to scan in 
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sequence. The structures in this thesis were path-planned with Slic3r185 software, an open-source 

toolpath planning program that is typically used for conventional fused-deposition modeling 

(FDM) 3D printers. Slic3r software has input fields for a standard STL file, the size of the writing 

voxel, and the type of fill pattern (e.g., raster- or spiral-based fills). Slic3r’s output is G-code 

provided at various layers (“slices”) across the object. Custom MATLAB code is used to convert 

the G-code commands to uniformly-spaced coordinates and to output a MATLAB-formatted .mat 

file. 

Data sets produced by either method often produce 104-107 points, so custom MATLAB 

code was produced to quickly handle, manipulate, and visualize coordinates across many layers.   
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Table 7 provides a list of sub-functions created to load, manipulate, and verify large sets 

of spatial data prior to laser scanning. The MATLAB code used in the TPL system is available 

upon reasonable request. 
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Table 7: List of Scan class commands for manipulating printing data 

Category Function name Description Argument(s) 

Input/output LoadScanData Load a G-code file (exported from 

Slic3r185 or similar software) 

Filename 

LoadImage Load an image file for 2D writing (.jpg, 

.bmp, .png, or similar) 

Filename 

Data manipulation Center Place the object at the coordinate origin  

ZeroZ Translate the object so that its z-

coordinates are z = 0 and larger 

 

Translate Translate the object by specified 

distances 

δx, δy, δz 

Rotate Rotate the object by specified angles θx, θy, θz 

Scale Scale the object along each axis Cx, Cy, Cz 

Tessellate Duplicate the object with specified 

spacing 

Nx, Ny, Nz 

δx, δy, δz 

Mirror Mirror the object along each axis Mx, My, Mz 

Upsample Upsample the scan data by adding 

additional points 

Nfactor 

Downsample Downsample the scan data by removing 

points 

Nfactor 

Data verification GetCentroid Return the current centroid of the object 

(calculated as mean of total extents) 

 

GetExtents Return the extents of the object along 

each axis 

 

NumLayers Return the number of print layers in the 

object (along the z-axis) 

 

CalcFabTime Estimate the total time to fabricate the 

object 

 

ScanRate Return the linear velocities of the laser 

spot during the fabrication process 

 

Data visualization Plot3D Plot the object in 3D  

Animate3D Animate the fabrication of the object in 

3D 

 

 

The data is then processed into four channels as columns in an n-by-4 matrix: (1) the x-

coordinates of each point in the scan path (in units of voltage to be written to the scanning 

galvanometer), (2) the y-coordinates of each point in the scan path (also in units of voltage), (3) 

the AOM’s analog drive voltage (which corresponds to the relative amount of pulsed-laser power 
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at each scan point), and (4) the Z-axis piezo positioner’s drive voltage (which corresponds to the 

Z-height of the sample). This data set is uploaded to the DAC card that drives the galvanometer, 

AOM, and piezo controller. The DAC card can drive scans at rates up to 40kHz, although the 

scanning galvanometer’s practical bandwidth limitation for most scans is between 5-10kHz 

depending on the extents of the scanned area. 

 

7.2 Case Studies in Microscale Mechanisms 

 This section presents two microscale mechanisms directly fabricated with the TPL 

approach: (1) a mechanical metamaterial designed to achieve a negative Poisson’s ratio and (2) a 

2D lattice of rolling contact mechanisms designed to achieve low rolling friction. 

 

7.2.1 Negative Poisson Metamaterial 

 Poisson’s ratio is a value that describes the ratio of axial to transverse strain5. Virtually 

every natural material possesses positive Poisson’s ratios (i.e., they swell in a transverse direction 

when compressed axially). The metamaterial design featured in Figure 44 was generated with the 

FACT design methodology1 and has been optimized186 to achieve a Poission’s ratio of -0.9. 

Materials exhibiting negative Poisson’s ratios, also known as auxetic materials, are expected to 

find application in variable permeability membranes187,188, fasteners189,190, and acoustic 

dampers191,192. 
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Figure 44: Negative Poisson’s ratio metamaterial design 

 

The negative Poisson lattices shown in Figure 45 was fabricated from proprietary 

Nanoscribe IP-DIP photoresist obtained through a collaborator. The writing spot used 

approximately 10mW of power at 780nm and writing speeds on the order of 100µm/sec. The total 

fabrication time for the lattice was approximately 1 hour. The resulting lattice had features with 

300nm features in the writing laser’s focal plane and 800nm features along the axis of the writing 

beam. 

After the lattice was printed, the glass slide containing the sample was removed from the 

TPL system and developed in propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA) for 15 

minutes and 99% isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 15 minutes. The glass slide was then scribed to fit 

on a scanning electron microscope (SEM) stub and was mounted with double-sided tape and 

conductive silver paste. The samples were coated with approximately 1nm of iridium via 10 

minutes of sputter coating and imaged in an FEI Nova 600 SEM. Future research efforts will use 
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in-SEM nanoindentation machines to examine the bulk mechanical properties of microstructured 

lattices193. 

 

   

Figure 45: SEM images of a 5x5x5 lattice of a negative Poisson’s ratio metamaterial 

 

7.2.2 Rolling Contact Mechanisms 

 This section demonstrates the direct-TPL fabrication of compliant rolling-contact 

architecture materials (CRAMs, Figure 46) that utilize compliant rolling contact joints 

(CRJs)194,195 to achieve large-range and low-friction rolling motions. CRAMs possess the unique 

properties of achieving nearly 360 degrees of continuous rotation, minimal friction because of 

rolling contact between joints (as a no-slip condition is enforced), and high stiffness and load 

capacity in all other directions. 
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Figure 46: Compliant rolling-contact architecture metamaterial (CRAM) 

 

The CRAMs shown in Figure 47 and Figure 48 were fabricated from proprietary 

Nanoscribe IP-DIP photoresist obtained through a collaborator. The writing spot used 

approximately 15mW of power at 780nm and writing speeds on the order of 250µm/sec. The total 

fabrication time for the lattice was approximately 3 minutes. 

The scan paths for the CRAMs of Figure 46 were calculated by slicing a single CRJ (using 

Slic3r open-source software185) and tessellating it by copying and translating its coordinates (using 

MATLAB). Subsequent shrinkage of the photopolymer caused the flexure straps to shift and sever, 

creating gaps between each individual CRJ. 
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Figure 47: Defective individual rolling contact mechanisms fabricated with TPL 

 

 In contrast, the CRAM array shown in Figure 48 was processed as a full mechanism and 

the improved scan path produced continuous flexure straps with no discontinuities. 

 

Figure 48: Corrected rolling contact mechanisms fabricated with TPL 
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7.3 Case Studies in Hybrid TPL/HOT 

This section presents two microscale mechanisms printed with the TPL approach and 

subsequently handled with the HOT approach: (1) a mechanical metamaterial designed to achieve 

a negative Poisson’s ratio and (2) a 2D lattice of rolling contact mechanisms designed to achieve 

low rolling friction. 

The photopolymer resin used to fabricate the mechanisms in this section consisted of 

1wt.% Li-TPO (Colorado Photopolymer Solutions), 35wt.% ethoxylated (15) trimethylolpropane 

triacrylate (Sartomer SR9035), and 64wt.% DI water. This photopolymer is specifically designed 

for the hybrid TPL/HOT fabrication method as the low viscosity and the difference in refractive 

index of the cured and uncured polymer enable HOT-based manipulation. All photos are images 

obtained via optical microscopy. 

 

7.3.1 Negative Poisson Mechanism 

 A classic version of an auxetic lattice that is particularly amenable to TPL-based fabrication 

relies on the ‘bowtie’-like thin features shown in Figure 49. As an initial proof-of-concept, a single 

unit cell was fabricated with spherical ‘handles’ (i.e., the black circles shown in the boxed inset). 

These handles resemble the microspheres used in the HOT experiments presented earlier in this 

thesis and were chosen as they effectively transfer momentum from the trapping laser beam into 

trapping force on the microstructure. 
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Figure 49: Traditional auxetic lattice and single unit cell design 

 

 The single auxetic mechanism (Figure 50) was fabricated in approximately 5 seconds and 

subsequently deformed with one optical trap placed at each of the spherical polymer ‘handles’. 

Frames (a)-(f) were captured over approximately two minutes. The mechanism is shown at its full 

extension in frame (d) the optical traps are switched off. The mechanism is shown to relax during 

frames (e) and (f), demonstrating the polymer’s ability to store strain energy. 

 

 

Figure 50: Negative-Poisson mechanism fabricated with TPL and actuated with HOT (images 

courtesy S. Chizari) 
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7.3.2 Rolling Contact Mechanisms 

For the rolling contact mechanism to operate in its intended low-friction behavior, the 

flexure straps must be printed and subsequently ‘wrapped’ to store strain energy. This section 

leverages the hybrid capabilities of the presented TPL-HOT system to fabricate and manipulate 

under the same microscope. Figure 51 and Figure 52 show the TPL-HOT system’s ability to print 

and manipulate a single CRJ and two-by-two CRAM lattice respectively. The layers were observed 

to successfully store strain energy because they would unwrap when the optical traps were 

switched off. 

 

 

Figure 51: Single rolling contact joint layer fabricated with TPL and deformed with HOT 

(images courtesy S. Chizari) 

 

 

Figure 52: 2x2 CRAM lattice layer fabricated with TPL and deformed with HOT (images 

courtesy S. Chizari) 

 

7.4 Scanning Two-Photon Continuous Flow Lithography 

The demand for custom-shaped colloidal microparticles ranges across a breadth of 

applications including advanced films and coatings196, cell scaffolding197, drug delivery198, 
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diagnostics199, and optical devices200. Many properties of a bulk colloidal suspension including 

diffusivity and rheology are strongly influenced by the shape of the constituent particles201,202. 

Additionally, tuning the colloid chemistry can produce a variety of particle properties, including 

hydrogels that can be made to swell in response to external stimuli for sensing applications203. 

Once fabricated, particles can be assembled using approaches such as holographic optical 

tweezers166,204 or self-assembly205. 

There are many established and high-throughput methods for fabricating spherical 

microparticles. Suspension polymerization206, emulsion polymerization207, or droplet-based 

polymerization techniques208 each offer control of the sphere’s diameter but do not always produce 

truly monodispersed colloidal suspensions and cannot be readily adapted to produce general non-

spherical shapes. 

Many surface-patterning approaches, such as casting209, lithography210, and the PRINT 

method developed by DeSimone and colleagues211,212, can produce upwards of billions of 

individual particles in a single patterning step, but their geometries are limited to 2D extrusions 

and must be patterned on a surface. To create freely-floating colloidal objects, Doyle’s group first 

proposed the stop-flow lithography (SFL) approach, in which UV-curable photopolymer is 

delivered to a projection lithography system via a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic 

channel and 2D particles are fabricated while suspended129. The SFL approach was limited in 

throughput by the need to stop the flow of liquid pre-polymer in the channel prior to each curing 

step. Further improvement in throughput was demonstrated with the invention of continuous-flow 

lithography (CFL), where lithographic curing occurs while the liquid pre-polymer flows without 

stopping213,214. However, most flow-lithography approaches are limited in resolution, particle 
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shape (i.e., they can only be extruded 2D shapes), and require an oxygen inhibition layer (limiting 

the use of pre-polymers that would swell PDMS). 

In recent years, new approaches have been demonstrated to introduce a third dimension of 

geometric control. Inertial flow shaping130 provides a means of creating 3D particles, but particle 

geometry is limited because axial features must be created by complex microfluidic flow profiles. 

Pisignano and coworkers applied a highly-localized two-photon lithography (TPL) process to a 

CFL system (i.e., two-photon continuous-flow lithography, or TP-CFL)128, which generated 3D 

colloidal microsprings with very high 3D resolution. However, 3D positioning of the writing spot 

with respect to the photopolymer medium was performed entirely via piezo-based positioning of 

the microfluidic chip, limiting the complexity of the fabricated features and the rate at which the 

laser can be repositioned. 

The purpose of this section is to increase the complexity of fabricated particle geometries 

and dramatically raise the throughput of the TP-CFL approach to produce large numbers of fully-

arbitrary 3D shapes with submicron-sized features. To accomplish this, we introduce (1) a new 

system that allows for 3D scanning-TPL in a microchannel, and (2) a technique for modifying the 

laser’s scan path to compensate for the high-flow-rate liquid precursor. We demonstrate fabrication 

rates of over 30 particles per second or 105 particles per hour. Although this fabrication rate is 

limited when compared to optimized CFL (i.e., nearly 1000 particles per second which is over 106 

particles per hour215) and a commercial PRINT approach (i.e., 1.2 grams per hour for sub-200nm 

particles or 30 grams per hour for 5µm particles216), the scanning TP-CFL approach is unmatched 

in its potential to create complex 3D microparticles with arbitrary shapes at submicron resolution.  
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Also, as we discuss below, the throughput of the proposed approach also shows promise for 

producing comparable or superior throughputs given additional research. 

 

7.4.1 Experimental Setup 

The introduction of a fast laser-scanning component (e.g., an acousto-optic modulator 

(AOM) or scanning mirror galvanometer) vastly increases the flexibility and speed of TP-CFL 

when compared to fixed-focal-point systems128. Galvanometers can rapidly scan arbitrary in-plane 

paths with linear writing rates surpassing 1mm/sec217. Scanning only in the microscope objective’s 

focal plane produces intricate 2D colloidal objects, but by changing the height of the microfluidic 

chip by piezoelectric actuation, the medium can be quickly repositioned to write on different layers 

and produce 3D parts218. Other means to rapidly change the writing plane include adaptive-optical 

components like spatial light modulators (SLMs)80, however, a discussion of these methods is 

outside the scope of this paper. 

The experimental setup (Figure 53) includes a tunable femtosecond laser (Spectra-Physics 

MaiTai eHP DS) at 760nm and an AOM (IntraAction ATM-802DA2), which serves as a variable 

power attenuator and rapid beam shutter. The 2D mirror galvanometers (Thorlabs GVS012) scan 

the beam within the microchannel and can also temporarily divert it into a power sensor to measure 

writing power (Thorlabs S142C and PM100USB). The microscope objective is a 100x oil-

immersion objective (Olympus Plan Apo Lambda, NA = 1.45). A ±15µm-range Z-axis piezo 

actuator allows for the height of the microfluidic chip to be changed during laser scanning. The 

scanning mirror galvanometers, AOM, and piezo controller (Thorlabs TPZ001) are synchronously 

driven by a four-channel analog output module (National Instruments NI-9263). The imaging 
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system consists of a camera (Thorlabs DCC1545M) and custom tube lens at 40x magnification. 

Additional components (Figure 53) include: M: mirror; BB: beam block; BE: beam expander; 

Meter: power meter; 4-F: 4-F telescope relay; DM: dichroic mirror; TL: tube lens. 

 

Figure 53: The experimental setup for scanning TP-CFL  

 

The pre-polymer liquid medium consists of Sartomer SR9035 acrylate (65% w/w), DI 

water (34% w/w), and photoinitiator Irgacure Li-TPO (1% w/w)205. Flow is driven by a standard 

syringe pump (Chemyx Fusion 100). 

The microfluidic channel used was cast in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using a standard 

lithographically-produced mold. The PDMS was bonded to a coverslip ceiling after both surfaces 

were treated with oxygen plasma. These microfluidic channels were 40mm in length, 75µm in 

width, denoted as w, and 50µm in depth, h. The experimental system presented here is compatible 

with a variety of other microfluidic devices. 
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7.4.2 Writing Scheme 

In this section, we discuss how the laser’s scan path must be modified to produce non-

warped parts in a rapidly flowing microchannel. The laminar flow within the microchannel acts 

analogously to a conveyor belt in macroscale manufacturing for delivering uncured liquid pre-

polymer to the writing volume (i.e., the scanning laser’s focal spot) and for carrying away 

fabricated colloidal particles. Increasing the flow rate of the channel can allow the laser 

galvanometer to scan at its maximum bandwidth and produce colloidal objects with higher 

throughput. 

If a laser scan path designed to write in a static medium (Figure 54a) is used in a flowing 

medium, the part shifts downstream during its fabrication and additional polymer will be cured 

due to the relative velocity between the scanning-laser’s frame of reference and the flowing 

medium (Figure 54b/e). To compensate for the flow in the microchannel, we continuously shift 

the laser spot downstream to track the moving part during its fabrication. 

Although in pressure-driven laminar flows the velocity profile is generally parabolic for a 

Newtonian fluid (Poiseuille flow), we have found that a uniform-velocity-profile assumption 

produces satisfactory results under the fabrication conditions we have used and for particles that 

occupy a small fraction of the flow cross-section. It is only important to compensate each particle 

for the average flow speed of its local streamlines. While the velocity profile gradient across each 

particle causes an additional rotation as the particles travel downstream, fabrication occurs much 

more rapidly than rotation is induced. 

The details of the compensation algorithm are as follows: the lateral coordinate (along the 

flow direction of the microchannel) of each 3D point in the scan path (indexed as n) is shifted by 
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an offset, δn, downstream as a function of the flow velocity, vmedium, and the time during the scan: 

δn = tn · vmedium (Figure 54c/f). The result is a part with no warping effects (Figure 54d/g). 

 

Figure 54: Laser scan file correction for scanning TP-CFL 

 

We used two different methods to estimate the average velocity of the medium for use in 

the compensation algorithm. The first and simplest method involved a first-order calculation of 

the mean flow velocity from the syringe pump’s volumetric flow rate, Q, and channel cross-

sectional area, w x h. We accounted for the effect of the parabolic profile shape by manually-tuning 

a scaling factor, s, ranging from 0.5-1.5 until the fabricated parts appeared visually correct under 

the microscope, i.e. vmedium = s · Q / (w x h). The scaling factor must be calibrated for each printing 
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location, both within the velocity gradient and within the larger microfluidic device (due to 

pressure-induced deformation to the PDMS). 

However, a second and more accurate method for retrieving the flow velocity involved 

recording a background image of the channel with no objects present, and then two successive 

images of a flowing object at a known time difference. The flowing object can be a simple 

polymerized spot – no additional calibration particles are necessary. The fluid velocity was 

extracted by subtracting the background image from the latter two images and calculating the 

distance that the object travelled via centroid tracking. 

 

7.4.3 Results 

To take advantage of the full scanning bandwidth of the galvanometers and to utilize the 

maximum volumetric fraction of the photopolymer, fabrication sites were spatially multiplexed 

along a direction perpendicular to the flow (e.g., 3 colloidal objects were fabricated in parallel in 

Figs. 3 and 4, each of which was compensated for its own flow velocity). Planar objects (Figure 

55 and Figure 56) were created at a rate of 31 particles per second at a linear flow rate of 

110µm/sec. 3D objects (Figure 57) were created at a rate of 15 particles per second at a linear flow 

rate of 100µm/sec. Writing was performed in the middle of the channel’s depth where the gradient 

of the velocity field was minimal. The focal spot used 70mW of writing power and a linear scan 

rate of 1mm/sec. The minimum written feature size was observed to be 800nm (for the star-shaped 

patterns in Fig. 3b). To test the number of objects that could be multiplexed in a vertical scan 

direction, the gears, f-shaped logos, and stars shown in Figure 56 were fabricated in a wide channel 

of 50µm depth, 1mm width, and 6mm length. 
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Figure 55: Three examples of 2D structures fabricated with scanning TP-CFL 

 

Figure 56: Additional spatial multiplexing of 2D TP-CFL structures 

 

To image features along the writing beam’s axis, we fabricated 3D particles at a distance 

of approximately 10µm from the coverslip, where the gradient of the velocity profile in the 

channel’s boundary layer produces a torque that rotates the particles (Figure 57). By viewing 3D 

pyramid-shaped particles that have rotated about an axis in the focal plane, we observed that the 

axial writing resolution was approximately 3µm. This value is considerably smaller than prismatic 

particles fabricated by most other flow lithography approaches that use a one-photon 

polymerization reaction. For such reactions the median particle thickness is equal to the thickness 

of the channel itself minus a small oxygen inhibition layer (e.g. 15µm-thick particles in 20µm 

channels213). 
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Figure 57: 3D gears and pyramids are rotated by shear forces in the microfluidic channel 

 

The fabrication rate is dependent on the maximum scan rate and the length of the scan path, 

so further improvements can be expected with a faster galvanometer or scan paths with fewer 

coordinates. For instance, using a galvanometer with a 10-fold increase in scan rate and a modest 

increase in the laser writing power of approximately 2x217, the flow rate can be increased by 10-

fold, thereby correspondingly increasing the fabrication rate. Micromirror arrays hold the potential 

to reach higher scan rates than conventional mirror galvanometers due to their reduced inertia219. 

Diffractive optical elements may be used for further speed-up (e.g. 2-4x) by splitting a single beam 

for parallelized writing of multiple identical parts simultaneously80. 

This work demonstrates how scanning TP-CFL provides a means to fabricate complex 3D 

shapes with submicron printing resolution at rates surpassing 105 parts per hour. Fabrication rates 

surpassing 106 particles per hour are anticipated with faster scanning galvanometers and flow rates. 
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To compensate for the continuously-flowing photopolymer, we present a method to adjust the 

laser’s scan path to prevent deformation as the part moves with the flow during fabrication. The 

scanning TP-CFL approach provides a promising path towards high-throughput fabrication of 

complex 3D colloidal microparticles for a variety of applications in materials and biological 

science. 
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Chapter 8: 

Conclusions 

This thesis outlined four contributions that advance the HOT approach as a viable method 

for additive manufacturing of microstructures and micromechanisms. The basic working 

principles of OT, HOT, and the GS phase retrieval algorithm were presented. A description of 

HOT system components was provided, which included equations for selecting 4-F telescope 

lenses to produce a desired working area and effective numerical aperture. The main body of the 

work was divided into four main sections: 

• Chapter 3 discussed scanning holographic optical tweezers (SHOT), a new experimental 

system and associated heuristic algorithm for simultaneously handling large numbers of 

microparticles across an increased working area. 

• Chapter 4 introduced algorithms and control strategies that further increase the number and 

speed of particles that can be handled with the HOT approach. Improvements in path 

planning, handling undesired particles, and controller loop rate (via hybrid open- and 

closed-loop control) were demonstrated. 

• Chapter 5 detailed how modeling the dynamics of optically-trapped particles can predict 

optimal handling conditions (i.e., step sizes and step rates for HOT, SOT, or SHOT 

systems). Furthermore, Chapter 5 discussed the limitations of GLMT-based simulation of 

optical force profiles and introduced an experimental method for measuring the full optical 

force curve on any particle type. 
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• Chapter 6 outlined a new chemical system and process control strategy for joining 

microparticles via laser-induced photopolymerization. 

 

The final chapter of this thesis discussed how a HOT system can be combined with a two-

photon lithography system for three purposes: 

• Section 7.2 demonstrated how TPL can be used for direct writing of microstructures using 

a two-photon polymerization reaction. 

• Section 7.3 provided two case studies in hybrid TPL-based fabrication and HOT-based 

manipulation of micromechanisms, which are performed in the same system for the first 

time. 

• Section 7.4 detailed how the TPL approach can be used in combination with a microfluidic 

channel to enable rapid fabrication of arbitrarily-shaped 3D colloidal microparticles. 

 

8.1 Suggested Future Work 

Ongoing research will pursue a chemical system that allows for scalable joining of 

microparticles. Joining efforts would benefit from a polymer that is two-photon-curable in the NIR 

range but transparent to the wavelength of the handling laser. Additionally, matching of proper 

microparticle and substrate surface chemistries will support particle-particle and particle-substrate 

repulsion until joining is desired. Combining a two-photon-polymerization-based joining approach 

with the automation strategies presented in Chapter 4 may enable automatic and scalable 
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fabrication of microgranular lattices, which may include different constituent materials, particle 

sizes, and controlled vacancies to achieve desired shock-routing properties. 

Additional simulation efforts hold the potential to create a model that can accurately predict 

particle dynamics under any system parameters (e.g., particle size, refractive index, medium 

composition, numerical aperture, and M2-value). New simulations will leverage GLMT-simulated 

or experimentally-measured optical force profiles and include Brownian motion and inter-colloidal 

effects to better quantify the stochastic metastable boundary relevant to discretely-stepped traps. 

Furthermore, additional experimental efforts to verify these simulations will help 

understand the nature of the stochastic metastable boundary. There has been a considerable amount 

of literature that discusses the use of constant-velocity drag tests to characterize the stable optical 

force regime. However, a detailed investigation of stepping parameters (i.e., step size and step 

rate) holds the potential to determine optimal operating conditions for maximum HOT-based 

particle manipulation speed. 

Additional characterization of the solid photopolymers used in TPL will enable the creation 

of microstructures and micromechanisms with precisely-tuned properties. Using new approaches 

to characterize the refractive index, static mechanical, and stress relaxation properties of micro- or 

nano-scale polymer parts will provide designers with a better understanding of possible bulk 

properties or behaviors. Simulations of Maxwell’s equations (i.e., non-GLMT-based modelling) 

may provide a means to predict optical force profiles on arbitrarily-shaped TPL-fabricated 

structures. 

Following the characterization of new TPL polymers, the hybrid TPL-HOT system 

presented in this work may allow a new means to fabricate microstructures complex geometries 
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that are only possible due to HOT-based manipulation during the build process. Suspending or 

rotating components during TPL fabrication using the HOT approach may produce complex 

geometries such as overhanging features that impossible to fabricate with other microfabrication 

approaches. 

 Finally, combining the HOT and two-photon continuous-flow-lithography approaches may 

allow for rapid and continuous fabrication of micromechanisms with embedded strain energy. A 

hybrid process involving printing and straining of micron-scale parts may be conducted within a 

continuously-flowing microchannel. The parts may then be collected at the output of the 

microfluidic device and used for a variety of applications, including cellular mechanics and 

colloidal self-assembly studies. 

 

8.2 Outlook 

The HOT and hybrid TPL/HOT approaches hold vast potential in fabricating 

micromechanisms and mechanical metamaterials that are impossible to create with other 

fabrication methods. The ability to dexterously trap, manipulate, and join micro- and nano-

particles of various materials, shapes, and with no mechanical contact forces allows HOT to 

assemble structures with high compositional control and geometry flexibility. Examples of new 

application areas that may be enabled by the HOT approach include: 

• Microgranular lattices, which achieve unique shock routing properties due to the nonlinear 

Hertzian contacts between closely-packed constituent microspheres 
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• Mechanical structures with embedded strain energy, which may achieve zero or negative 

effective stiffness values, or release energy and change shape upon failure 

• Supplementing the capabilities of traditional CMOS-based cleanroom processes by adding 

conductive and nonconductive components in 2D or 3D configurations to MEMS devices 

Although biological applications were not discussed in this work, a final promising 

application area for automated assembly with HOT is the fabrication of living cells into organoids, 

which are collections of 101-104 cells that serve as simplified versions of larger organs. By 

automatically assembling multiple cell types into predefined spatial configurations, scientists may 

be able to inexpensively and efficiently screen new drugs. 

Overall, optical tweezers provide an unprecedented level of dexterous and non-invasive 

touch for the microscale world. The ability to manipulate and fabricate on this scale offers 

incredibly promising opportunities in creating mechanisms and metamaterials with entirely new 

properties that are not found in nature. The microscale world is all around us, as is its infinite 

potential in science and engineering. According to Richard Feynman’s famous 1959 lecture that 

produced the wave of interest in the microscale that we are still riding today, “there’s plenty of 

room at the bottom”.  
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Appendix A: 

Glossary of Optical Terms 

The numerical aperture (NA) of a focusing optic or optical system is a dimensionless 

number that describes the range of angles that a system can capture or focus220: 

𝑁𝐴 = 𝑛 ∙ sin 𝜃 (19) 

The term θ is the angle between the light’s axis and the paraxial ray, while n is the index of 

refraction of the medium. NA is constant across passive media with varying indices of refraction. 

Snell’s law is a useful equation for calculating changes in propagation angle at medium 

boundaries with different indices of refraction: 

𝑛𝑖 sin(𝜃𝑖) = 𝑛𝑡 sin(𝜃𝑡) (20) 

Total internal reflection (TIR) occurs at or greater than a critical angle, θc, where light 

transmitting through a medium with a higher index of refraction is entirely reflected from a 

boundary with a medium with a lower index of refraction: 

𝜃𝑐 = arcsin (
𝑛𝑡

𝑛𝑖
) 

(21) 

At angles less than the TIR critical angle, both refraction and reflection occur in varying 

proportions. The Fresnel reflection equations describe the fraction of power that is reflected or 

transmitted: 
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𝑅𝑠(𝜃𝑡) = |
𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 cos 𝜃𝑖 − 𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 cos 𝜃𝑡

𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 cos 𝜃𝑖 + 𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 cos 𝜃𝑡
|

2

 
(22) 

𝑅𝑝(𝜃𝑡) = |
𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 cos 𝜃𝑡 − 𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 cos 𝜃𝑖

𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 cos 𝜃𝑡 + 𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 cos 𝜃𝑖
|

2

 
(23) 

For a plane-polarized radially-symmetric beam, the effective Fresnel reflection can be calculated 

as an average of the s- and p-polarization terms: 

𝑅(𝜃𝑡) =
𝑅𝑠(𝜃𝑡) + 𝑅𝑝(𝜃𝑡)

2
 

(24) 

TEM00 laser, such as the continuous wave (532nm) and femtosecond-pulsed (760-

1040nm) lasers used in this work, has a radially symmetrical Gaussian electric field and 

intensity distribution221,222: 

𝐸(𝑟) = 𝐸0 exp (−
𝑟2

𝜔0
2) 

(25) 

𝐼(𝑟) = 𝐼0 exp (−
2𝑟2

𝜔0
2 ) 

(26) 

𝜃 =
𝜆

𝜋𝜔0
 

(27) 

The parameter ω0 is the 1/e-radius of the beam and λ is the wavelength of the beam. The Fourier 

transformation of a Gaussian profile is also a Gaussian profile and solving the Fresnel integral 

shows that the beam maintains a Gaussian shape at every point along the beam path, although the 

Gaussian with may change as a result of focusing or free-space diffraction. Additional 

parameters are provided in Figure 58. 
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Figure 58: Gaussian beam parameters (image courtesy of Newport Corporation) 

 

 Equations for the beam radius and wavefront curvature as a function of the propagation 

distance, x, are as follows: 

𝜔2(𝑥) = 𝜔0
2 [1 + (

𝜆𝑥

𝜋𝜔0
2)

2

] 
(28) 

𝑅(𝑥) = 𝑥 [1 + (
𝜋𝜔0

2

𝜆𝑥
)

2

] 
(29) 
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Appendix B: 

MATLAB Control Software Architecture 

This work relied heavily on a custom MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) that 

allowed for real-time coordination of the various pieces of experimental hardware necessary for 

holographic optical trapping and two-photon laser-direct writing. This section discusses basic 

software structure and software source code is available on reasonable request. 

 

B1. Graphical User Interface 

 The front panel is organized into sections that each control an aspect of the system (Figure 

59). The predominant feature is the camera feed, which can be switched between high (100x) and 

low (40x) magnification modes. By clicking within the area corresponding to the SLM’s active 

area (denoted by the large rectangle in the image feed), the software will automatically add an 

optical trap and compute an updated phase pattern using a preselected phase retrieval algorithm 

and number of algorithm iterations. The user can also choose to select, delete, move, or change the 

type of the optical traps (e.g., to out-of-plane Gaussian traps37 or optical vortices223). 
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Figure 59: MATLAB GUI front panel 

 

Indicators provide the user with real-time updates on the power output of the two lasers 

and camera acquisition rates. Laser power can be updated using additional front-panel buttons, 

drop-down menus, or using hotkeys. Buttons on the right-hand side of the front panel control 

advanced software functions including various image processing routines, automated assembly 

algorithms, and syringe pump commands. The two-photon lithography controls provide the user 

with an intuitive workflow for loading a scan file, specifying scan parameters (e.g., scaling, 

rotation, print rate, and laser power), visualizing a scan file, and initializing a printing process. 

 The top-level source code file contains the functions behind each button, menu item, 

hotkey, mouse click command, and additional subroutines that are shared among functions. The 

main sub-functions that drive GUI interactivity are found in the KeyPressFcn, which handles 
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mouse clicks, and ButtonDownFcn, which handles keyboard button presses. A detailed list of GUI 

hotkeys can be found in the Documentation folder of the GUI code repository. 

 The GUI’s opening function (ManualTrapControl_OpeningFcn) contains all initialization 

code that runs when the GUI is first launched. This code serves two main purposes: (1) to initialize 

communication will all hardware (see appendix section B3) and (2) to initialize all state variables, 

which include user settings and dynamic variables like the active optical trap coordinates (all of 

which are stored in the variable handles). 

 The timing code section (i.e., the sub-functions TimerSLMFcn, TimerCamFcn, and 

TimerMonitorFcn) handles tasks that are run at prescribed intervals. 

• TimerSLMFcn handles SLM-based trap movements (i.e., when a trap is linearly stepped in 

an open-loop fashion from a prescribed start location to a prescribed end location, typically 

when a trap is selected by right-clicking and then repositioned by left-clicking). Typical 

SLM timer periods are 0.1 seconds. 

• TimerCamFcn handles camera frame acquisition and display on the GUI’s front panel. 

Typical frame acquisition rates are 5 Hz. 

• TimerMonitorFcn gathers and displays hardware status information on the GUI’s front 

panel. Typical monitor information acquisition periods are 2 seconds. 

The timers are initialized in the GUI’s opening function and are often switched on and off 

throughout other GUI sub-functions. 

 The coordinate conversion section (i.e., the sub-functions CursorCoords2SLMCoords, 

SLMCoords2CursorCoords, and CursorCoords2GalvoVolts) contains important sub-functions 

that enable rapid conversion from the various coordinate frames used in the code, including the 
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camera view (in units of pixels), the SLM’s working area (pixels), the stepper motor stages (in 

millimeters), and the scanning galvanometer (voltage). The software depends on the calibration 

files located in the Lookup Table folder to align and scale each coordinate frame respectively. This 

code is important for most interactive functions – so that optical traps can be placed precisely with 

mouse clicks, the stepper motor can be driven to exact locations via mouse clicks, and the galvo 

scanner can fabricate objects with precise sizes. 

 More information about the GUI back end can be found in the GUI Programming Guide 

document in the Documentation folder of the GUI code repository. 

 

B2. Instrument Control Code 

 Low-level instrument control commands are located within the Hardware folder of the 

Optical_System_Code Git repository. Each piece of hardware includes its own initialization, 

communication, and shutdown code. A basic summary of the communications protocols can be 

found in   
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Table 8. More information can be found in each device’s respective user’s and programming 

manuals. 
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Table 8: System hardware and communications protocol 

Hardware Vendor Communication protocol 

SLM (HSP256-0532) Boulder Nonlinear C++ via MATLAB MEX files over a PCI-

e connection 

SLM (1920x1152) Meadowlark Optics C++ via MATLAB MEX files over USB 

CW laser Laser Quantum Serial over RS-232 

Ultrafast laser Spectra Physics Serial over USB 

CMOS cameras Thorlabs DotNET over USB 

CMOS cameras Basler GigE (Ethernet) 

Power meter Thorlabs Serial over USB 

Stepper motor controller Thorlabs ActiveX over USB 

USB DAQ devices National Instruments MATLAB ICT w/ NI drivers over USB 

Syringe pump Chemyx Serial over USB 

 

 

B3. Additional Functions 

 Additional MATLAB functions can be found within the subfolders of the 

Optical_System_Code Git repository. This code is categorized by functionality and includes image 

processing, automation, scanning lithography, and calibration routines. 
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Appendix C: 

MATLAB Code for Analysis of the HOT Space-

Bandwidth Product 

This section provides the raw MATLAB code for the space-bandwidth product calculations 

described in section 2.2.2. The script uses SLM, microscope objective, and physical layout 

parameters to explore the tradeoff between working area and effective numerical aperture. 

 

clear; clc; close all; 

 

%% System parameters 

switch 1 

    case 1 % Meadowlark 1920x1152 

        SLM_area = [17.7 10.6] * 1e-3; % m 

        SLM_pixels = [1920 1152]; 

        SLM_name = 'UCLA Meadowlark 1920x1152'; 

         

        f1 = 250; % mm 

        f2 = 200; % mm 

         

        BE1 = -50; % mm 

        BE2 = 250; % mm 

    case 2 % Boulder Nonlinear Systems HSP256-0532 

        SLM_area = [6.14 6.14] * 1e-3; % m 

        SLM_pixels = [256 256]; 

        SLM_name = 'UCLA - BNS256-0532'; 

         

        BE1 = -100; % mm 

        BE2 = 300; % mm 

         

        f1 = 300; % mm 

        f2 = 100; % mm 

end 

 

%% Static system parameters 

lambda_0 = 532e-9; % green CW wavelength 
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% SLM 

theta_inc = 9/180 * pi; % Incident angle, 9 deg 

 

% MO 

d_MO = 5.8 * 1e-3; % m 

f = 2e-3; 

 

d_laser = 1.85*1e-3; 

 

% Header 

disp('----- HOT system calculations -----') 

disp(' ') 

 

%% --------------- Calculations --------------- 

%% Beam expander 

d_BE = d_laser * -BE2/BE1; 

SLM_illum_area(1) = min([SLM_area(1) d_BE]); 

SLM_illum_area(2) = min([SLM_area(2) d_BE]); 

 

%% SLM reach 

grating_period = 2*mean(SLM_area./SLM_pixels); 

n_ref = 1; % In air 

n_inc = n_ref; % For reflection 

 

m = 1; % Order 

theta_m = asin((n_inc * sin(theta_inc) - m * 

lambda_0/grating_period)/n_ref ); 

theta_m1_deg = theta_m/pi*180; 

 

m = -1; % Order 

theta_mm1 = asin((n_inc * sin(theta_inc) - m * 

lambda_0/grating_period)/n_ref ); 

theta_mm1_deg = theta_mm1/pi*180; 

 

dtheta = abs(theta_mm1 - theta_m)/2; % Single-sided 

 

disp('--- SLM ---') 

disp(['SLM description   ' SLM_name]) 

disp(['SLM pixels:       ' num2str(SLM_pixels(1)) ' x '  

num2str(SLM_pixels(2)) ' pixels']) 

disp(['SLM illum. area:  ' num2str(SLM_illum_area(1)*1000) ' x ' 

num2str(SLM_illum_area(2)*1000) ' mm']) 

disp(['Pixel pitch:      ' num2str(grating_period*1e6) ' um']) 

disp(['Full SLM spread:  ' num2str(dtheta*2/pi*180) ' deg']) 

disp(' ') 

 

%% 4-F system 

M_lateral = -f2/f1; 
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M_angular = -f1/f2; 

 

dtheta_4f = abs(dtheta * M_angular); % Single-sided 

SLM_area_4f = abs(SLM_illum_area * M_lateral); % Single-sided 

 

disp('--- 4-f telescope ---') 

disp(['f1 = ' num2str(f1) ' mm']) 

disp(['f2 = ' num2str(f2) ' mm']) 

disp(['Total 4f length = ' num2str(2*f1+2*f2) ' mm']) 

% disp(['Beam size at lens 1:    ' num2str(0) ' x ' num2str(0) ' mm']) 

disp(['Lateral magnification:  ' num2str(M_lateral)]) 

disp(['Angular magnification:  ' num2str(M_angular)]) 

disp(['Projected SLM area:     ' num2str(SLM_area_4f(1)*1000) ' x ' 

num2str(SLM_area_4f(2)*1000) ' mm']) 

disp(['Projected SLM angle:    ' num2str(dtheta_4f*2/pi*180) ' deg']) 

disp(' ') 

 

%% Microscope objective (MO) 

theta_input = dtheta_4f; % Single-sided, radians 

scan_radius = f * tan(theta_input); 

NA = 1.45; 

alpha = min([min(SLM_area_4f) / d_MO, 1]); 

 

disp('--- Microscope objective (MO) ---') 

disp(['Diameter of MO:    ' num2str(d_MO*1e3) ' mm']) 

disp(['Diameter of beam:  ' num2str(SLM_area_4f(1)*1e3) ' x ' 

num2str(SLM_area_4f(2)*1e3) ' mm']) 

disp(['Scan diameter:     ' num2str(scan_radius*2e6) ' um']) 

disp(['Effective NA:      ' num2str(alpha * NA)]) 

disp(' ') 

 

%% Warnings 

disp('--- Warnings ---') 

warn = 0; 

if any(abs(d_MO-SLM_area_4f) > 1e-3) 

    warning('MO input beam is incorrectly sized') 

    warn = 1; 

end 

 

if scan_radius*2e6 < 75 

    warning('Working area is small') 

    warn = 1; 

end 

 

if (2*f1+2*f2) > 1200 

    warning('4-f system is long') 

    warn = 1; 

end 
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if ~warn 

    disp('No warnings') 

end 

Appendix D: MATLAB Code for Analysis of 

Reflection at a Medium Boundary 

 This section provides the raw MATLAB code to simulate reflection and apodization effects 

at a medium boundary as described in section 5.4. 

 

clear; clc; close all; 

 

%% Simulation parameters 

n_rays = 131; % Number of rays to simulate, can be any integer 

 

max_angle = asind(1.45/1.52); % asind(NA/n_glass) 

f = 5.8/2 / tand(max_angle); % effective focal length 

 

sigma = 1.9; % sigma value for Gaussian MO input 

X = linspace(-5.8/2, 5.8/2, n_rays);  

wP = exp(-X.^2/2/sigma^2); % Gaussian distribution for power 

 

%% Define all surfaces 

surf{1}.x = 0; 

surf{1}.y = 5.8/2; % Arbitrary height - must be sufficiently large to 

capture all rays, but beyond that any extra height is just for 

visualization 

surf{1}.n = 1.52; 

surf{1}.tag = 'MO entrance'; 

 

surf{2}.x = f-0.17-0.13; 

surf{2}.y = 1.5; 

surf{2}.n = 1.52; 

surf{2}.tag = 'MO exit'; 

 

surf{3}.x = f-0.13; % THIS VALUE controls how far into the water we 

trap. The MO is designed for a max sample WD of 0.13, so (f-0.13) is 

the furthest we can trap into the sample. 

surf{3}.y = 1; 

surf{3}.n = 1.33; 
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surf{3}.tag = 'Bottom of coverslip'; 

 

surf{4}.x = inf; 

surf{4}.y = []; 

surf{4}.n = 1.33; 

surf{4}.tag = 'Water'; 

 

%% Initialize rays 

h_rays = linspace(-surf{1}.y, surf{1}.y, n_rays); 

for k = 1:n_rays 

    rays{k}.x(1) = surf{1}.x; 

    rays{k}.y(1) = h_rays(k); 

    rays{k}.t(1) = atand(-h_rays(k) / f); % initial angle 

    rays{k}.w_lost = 0; 

    rays{k}.w(1) = wP(k); % weighting 

    rays{k}.TIR = false; % rays are not lost to TIR by default 

    rays{k}.reflections = []; % Fresnel reflected rays go in here 

end 

 

%% Propagate 

bump = 0.25; 

for k = 1:n_rays 

    for s = 1:3 

        t1 = rays{k}.t(s); % current theta 

         

        x1 = rays{k}.x(s); % current x-location 

        x2 = surf{s+1}.x * 1.1; % next x-location, placed beyond 

surface to calculate intersection 

        if isinf(x2) 

            x2 = surf{s}.x + bump; 

        end 

         

        y1 = rays{k}.y(s); % current y-height of ray 

        y2 = y1 + tand(t1)*(x2-x1); % next y-height of ray, placed 

beyond surface to calculate intersection 

         

        L1 = [x1 x2; y1 y2]; % ray information used to calculate 

intersection 

         

        xs = surf{s+1}.x; % surface locations 

        if isinf(xs) 

            xs = surf{s}.x + bump; 

            ys = 1000; 

        else 

            ys = surf{s+1}.y; 

        end 
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        L2 = [xs xs; -ys ys]; % surface information used to calculate 

intersection 

         

        P = InterX(L1, L2); % intersection between ray and surface 

         

        xi = P(1); % x-loc of intersection between ray and next 

surface 

        yi = P(2); % y-loc of intersection 

         

        rays{k}.x(s+1) = xi; % record this information into ray 

structure 

        rays{k}.y(s+1) = yi; 

         

        n1 = surf{s}.n; % current IOR 

        n2 = surf{s+1}.n; % next IOR 

         

        t2 = asind(n1*sind(t1)/n2); % new ray angle based on Snell's 

law 

        rays{k}.t(s+1) = t2; % record this information into ray 

structure 

         

        % Check for TIR 

        t_critical = asind(n2/n1); 

        if abs(t1) > abs(t_critical) 

            rays{k}.TIR = true; % ray is lost to TIR 

            rays{k}.w_lost = rays{k}.w; 

            rays{k}.w = 0; % its power is zero 

            break % do not continue calculating this ray 

        end 

         

        % Calculate Fresnel losses 

        ti = t1/180*pi; % convert to radians for now 

        tt = t2/180*pi; 

        ni = n1; 

        nt = n2; 

         

        r_perp = (ni*cos(ti)-nt*cos(tt))/(ni*cos(ti)+nt*cos(tt)); 

        t_perp = 2*ni*cos(ti)/(ni*cos(ti)+nt*cos(tt)); 

         

        r_para = (ni*cos(tt)-nt*cos(ti))/(ni*cos(tt)+nt*cos(ti)); 

        t_para = 2*ni*cos(ti)/(ni*cos(tt)+nt*cos(ti)); 

         

        t = mean([t_perp, t_para]); % average of perpendicular and 

parallel polarizations 

         

        T = (nt*cos(tt))/(ni*cos(ti)) * t_perp^2; % transmission 

coefficient 

        R = 1-T; % reflection coefficient 
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        if R > 0.000001 % if reflection is significant, record info 

into structure 

            rays{k}.reflections{end+1}.x = xi; 

            rays{k}.reflections{end}.y = yi; 

            rays{k}.reflections{end}.R = R; 

            rays{k}.reflections{end}.t = t1; 

        end 

         

        rays{k}.w = rays{k}.w * T; % weight its power by the 

transmission coefficient 

    end 

end 

 

%% Analysis 

disp(['Relative total power:  1']) 

Pf = 0; 

P_TIR = 0; 

for k = 1:n_rays 

    Pf = Pf + rays{k}.w; % sum of all power weights among rays 

    P_TIR = P_TIR + rays{k}.w_lost; 

end 

disp(['Power lost to TIR:     ' num2str(sum(P_TIR)/sum(wP))]) 

disp(['Power lost to Fresnel: ' num2str( (sum(wP)-sum(Pf)-

sum(P_TIR))/sum(wP) )]) 

disp(['Relative final power:  ' num2str(sum(Pf)/sum(wP))]) 

disp(' ') 

 

%% Calculate trap elongation 

% We will calculate where the symmetric marginal rays intersect, and 

where 

% the inner-most off-axis rays intersect. The difference in their 

% x-locations is the length or 'elongation' of the trap 

 

% Intersection of symmetric rays just off-axis 

if mod(n_rays,2) == 0 % n_rays is even 

    I1 = n_rays/2; 

    I2 = n_rays/2+1; 

else % n_rays is odd 

    I1 = floor(n_rays/2); 

    I2 = ceil(n_rays/2); 

end 

L1 = [rays{I1}.x; rays{I1}.y]; 

L2 = [rays{I2}.x; rays{I2}.y]; 

P1 = InterX(L1, L2); 

 

% Calculate intersection of outer marginal rays 

I3 = 1; 
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bool = true; 

while bool 

    if rays{I3}.TIR == 1 

        I3 = I3 + 1; % Look for outermost ray not lost to TIR 

    else bool = false; 

    end 

end 

I4 = n_rays; 

bool = true; 

while bool 

    if rays{I4}.TIR == 1 

        I4 = I4 - 1; % Look for other outermost ray not lost to TIR 

    else bool = false; 

    end 

end 

L3 = [rays{I3}.x; rays{I3}.y]; 

L4 = [rays{I4}.x; rays{I4}.y]; 

P2 = InterX(L3, L4); 

 

disp(['Trap length (z-dir): ' num2str(abs(P1(1)-P2(1))*1000) ' um']) 

 

%% Plot 

hold on 

axis equal 

 

for s = 1:length(surf) 

    if ~isempty(surf{s}.y) 

        x = surf{s}.x; 

        y = surf{s}.y; 

        line_black = plot([x x], [-y y], 'k--'); 

        str = [surf{s}.tag ', n=' num2str(surf{s}.n)]; 

        text(x, y*(mod(s,2)-0.5)*2, str) 

    end 

end 

 

for k = 1:n_rays 

    color = [0 rays{k}.w 0]; 

    if k == round(n_rays/2) 

        line_ray = plot(rays{k}.x, rays{k}.y, 'color', color); 

    else 

        plot(rays{k}.x, rays{k}.y, 'color', color) 

    end 

    if rays{k}.TIR 

        dot_red = plot(rays{k}.x(end), rays{k}.y(end), 'r.'); 

    end 

     

    for r = 1:length(rays{k}.reflections) 

        ref = rays{k}.reflections{r}; 
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        x1 = ref.x; 

        y1 = ref.y; 

        x2 = x1 - ref.R*cosd(ref.t); 

        y2 = y1 + ref.R*sind(ref.t); 

         

        line_blue = plot([x1 x2], [y1 y2], 'b'); 

    end 

end 

 

dot_mag = plot(P1(1), P1(2),'m.'); 

plot(P2(1), P2(2),'m.') 

 

plot(-wP, X) 

 

l = legend([line_ray, line_black, line_blue, dot_red, dot_mag], 'Ray', 

'Interface', 'Fresnel reflection', 'TIR loss', 'Intersection of rays', 

'Location', 'West'); 

 

% ylim([-yview yview]) 

xlabel('x [mm]') 

ylabel('y [mm]') 

set(gcf, 'color', 'w') 
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